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      CAARS 

      VANCOUVER, B.C. 

      May 2, 2012 

 (PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 9:04 A.M.) 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Please be seated.  Good morning, ladies 

and gentlemen.  My name is Liisa O’Hara.  With me are 

Commissioners Carol Brown and David Morton.  Welcome 

to this morning’s proceeding to consider the further 

regulatory process for the review of B.C. Hydro’s 

application for the CPCN for the Dawson Creek/Chetwynd 

area transmission project, which was filed on July 

11th, 2011, last summer. 

  Between the date of our first procedural 

conference, on November 4, 2011, and today, a number 

of developments have taken place, some of which I 

would like to now highlight for the record and the 

benefit of the participants. 

  First, following the procedural conference 

in November, the panel issued Order G-184-11, with 

reasons for decision which identified some 

deficiencies in the evidence, including the public 

interest issues at play, the absence of robust 

alternatives, B.C. Hydro’s application to serve, 

allocation of costs between old and new customers, the 

adequacy of First Nations consultation, and the 

contribution of new customers toward the system 
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reinforcement.   

  Second, on November 15th, 2011, the panel 

issued its first Information Request.  That was 

shortly followed by IRs number 3, filed by interveners 

and Commission staff. 

  On November 23rd, 2011, B.C. Hydro asked the 

Commission to temporarily suspend the DCAT hearing 

process.  In B.C. Hydro’s view, the latest IRs 

addressed policy and factual areas that were not 

addressed in the DCAT application, were largely 

outside the scope of what they had anticipated, and 

might have ramifications far beyond this DCAT project.   

  By letter dated November 30, 2011, the 

Commission panel granted the temporary suspension.   

  Third, on March 23rd, 2012, B.C. Hydro 

submitted a request to re-activate the hearing process 

with new supplemental evidence as well as updates to 

the original application. 

    Proceeding Time 9:07 a.m. T02 

  On April 11, 2012, the Panel lifted the 

temporary suspension and confirmed that the second 

procedural conference be held on Wednesday, May 2nd, 

2012 which is today.   

  Finally, since late March the Panel has 

granted late intervener status to a number of parties 

including the Ministry of Energy and Mines, Natural 
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Gas Industry Representatives, and the City of Dawson 

Creek.   

  After this background let's now briefly 

take another look at what this project really is all 

about.  It consists of a new Sundance Substation 

expansion of the Bear Mountain Terminal and Dawson 

Creek Substation, as well as construction of 72 

kilometres of double circuit 230 kilovolt transmission 

line on a new or expanded right of way.  The project 

is now expected to cost some $222 million and to go 

into service in April 2014.  The P90 amount for the 

project is $257 million.  B.C. Hydro has also applied 

for a revision to its electric tariff to require that 

distribution voltage customers requesting new service 

in excess of 10 megawatts provide security for the 

cost of these transmission system enforcements.  B.C. 

requires a CPCN from the Commission to construct and 

operate this project.   

  On April 24th, 2012, the Commission Panel 

then issued an agenda and a draft revised regulatory 

timetable for your consideration in this proceeding.   

  With this background, it's now my pleasure 

to introduce a number of key individuals who will 

continue to play a key role in the review of this 

application.  We have Roy Bishop, Senior Electrical 

Engineer.  He's the lead staff and you can feel free 
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to contact him.  Commission Counsel for this 

proceeding is Mr. Paul Miller from Boughton Law 

Corporation.  Our Hearing Officer as usual is Hal 

Bemister of Allwest Reporting Limited.   

  To summarize, we are here this morning to 

address procedural matters which include but are not 

limited to the following:  number one, scope of the 

Commission's review of the DCAT CPCN application; 

number two, remaining significant issues after receipt 

of the supplemental evidence and updates to the 

application; number 3, status of the Commission Panel 

and round three information requests; number 4, 

whether the reviews would proceed by way of oral or 

written public hearing; number 5, draft revised 

regulatory timetable; and number six, other matters 

that will assist the Commission in efficiently 

completing the review of this application.   

Proceeding Time 9:11 a.m. T03 

  Following today’s procedural conference, 

the panel expects to issue shortly an Order 

establishing the scope of the review and a regulatory 

timetable for the balance of the review process.  The 

panel also hopes that the contentious outstanding IRs 

from round three can be addressed today to such extent 

that the Order will list all remaining Commission and 

intervener IRs that B.C. Hydro will be directed to 
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respond to.   

  As you know, the Commission must ensure 

that the service is adequate, safe, efficient, just, 

and reasonable.  With regard to the scope of -- and 

the significant issues, the panel would especially 

appreciate submissions from you on the nature of B.C. 

Hydro’s obligation to serve under the Utilities 

Commission Act, and how that obligation to serve 

impacts the scope of the application.   

  These issues include the need and 

justification for the project, whether the potential 

customers’ business activities should be considered in 

the context of British Columbia’s energy objectives, 

and what criteria or factors the Commission should use 

in assessing the limitations, if any, on that 

obligation.   

  Similarly, the panel is interested in 

receiving submissions on the Commission’s jurisdiction 

to consider the impact or relationship between this 

DCAT CPCN and the Phase 2 project for the area that 

B.C. Hydro is working on.  In particular, what are the 

limits on the Commission’s jurisdiction to address 

Phase 2 issues now, given that, as B.C. Hydro submits, 

Phase 1 is not adequate to meet the needs of the 

region to comply with the mandatory reliability 

standard, N minus 1 planning standards, without a 
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remedial action scheme.   

  Regarding the draft revised regulatory 

timetable, the panel is sensitive to the timelines 

identified and expected and the expected in-service 

date of April 30, 2014, by B.C. Hydro. 

    Proceeding Time 9:15 a.m. T04 

  Accordingly the Panel also seeks 

submissions regarding the possibility of replacing the 

final written submission steps, at least partially, 

with an oral final submissions phase, or any other 

suggestions to expedite the process.   

  And I'm now going to ask Mr. Miller to call 

for appearances.  At the same time you are entering 

your appearance, should you have any additional issues 

that you wish to add to the agenda for consideration 

this morning, please identify those as well.  As usual 

the Panel will hear from the applicant first, followed 

by submissions from the interveners and a reply 

submission from the applicant.   

  Furthermore, the Panel would like the 

topics to be addressed in two rounds.  The first round 

will deal with the scope of the Commission's review, 

identification of remaining significant issues, and 

the status of the outstanding IRs.  When making your 

submissions please note that you need not repeat your 

written submissions from April 24th.  
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  The second round of the submissions will 

then deal with the oral versus written proceeding 

question and other scheduling matters.   

  Finally, before Mr. Miller takes over, once 

again I wish to remind you that this is a procedural 

conference.  This is not the proceeding to hear 

arguments for or against the project.  So accordingly, 

please make your submissions in that context.   

  Mr. Miller, please. 

MR. MILLER:   Good morning and thank you.  The applicant, 

B.C. Hydro and Power Authority.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Miller.  Chris W. 

Sanderson, Madam Chair, appearing for B.C. Hydro.  

Also with me at counsel table is Mr. Alf Hefford. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Sanderson. 

MR. MILLER:   Ministry of Energy and Mines.   

MS. CHAMPION:   Good morning.  Jennifer Champion appearing 

for the Ministry of Energy and Mines.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Champion. 

MR. MILLER:   Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers. 

MR. CUSANO:   Good morning, Madam Chair, Members.  Cusano, 

initial J., appearing on behalf of CAPP this morning.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Cusano. 

MR. CUSANO:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Air Liquide.   

MR. UNDERHILL:   Mark Underhill for Air Liquide Canada.  
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Good morning. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Underhill. 

MR. MILLER:   Shell Canada.   

MR. LANDRY:   Madam Chair, John Landry appearing for Shell 

Canada. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Landry.   

MR. MILLER:   Arc Resources, Encana, and Murphy. 

MR. DAVIES:   Good morning, Madam Chair, Commissioners.  

My name is Don Davies and I'm appearing for those 

three parties. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Davies. 

MR. MILLER:   I'm not sure if the next party is here, 

Madam Chair.  B.C. Sustainable Energy Association et 

al.  I missed him.  Here he is. 

MR. ANDREWS:   William Andrews appearing for the B.C. 

Sustainable Energy Association and the Sierra Club of 

British Columbia. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Andrews.   

MR. MILLER:   Commercial Energy Consumers.   

MR. WEAFER:   Good morning, Madam Chair, members of the 

Commission.  Chris Weafer appearing for the Commercial 

Energy Consumers Association and no issues to add to 

the agenda.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Clean Energy Association.   

MR. AUSTIN:   Good morning, Panel.  David Austin appearing 
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for the Clean Energy Association.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Austin. 

MR. MILLER:   Association of Major Power Customers. 

MR. KEEN:   Good morning, Panel.  Matthew Keen, that's 

spelled K-E-E-N, appearing for the Association of 

Major Power Customers of British Columbia.  We have 

nothing to add to the agenda either. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Keen. 

MR. MILLER:   B.C. Old Age Pensioners' Association et al.  

MS. WORTH:   Madam Chair, members of the Panel, Leigha 

Worth, W-O-R-T-H, here on behalf of BCOAPO.  I have 

nothing to add to the agenda this morning.  Thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   City of Dawson Creek.   

MR. HILDEBRAND:   Paul Hildebrand for the City of Dawson 

Creek. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Welcome, Mr. Worth [sic].  So we have 

now interveners here today from Vancouver, Calgary, 

and Dawson Creek. 

MR. MILLER:   West Moberly First Nation. 

MS. RUSSELL:   Good morning, Panel.  Allison Russell for 

West Moberley First Nations.  Nothing to add to the 

agenda, thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Russell.   

MR. MILLER:   Is there any other intervener that I failed 

to call who wishes to appear?  That completes the 
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order of appearances.    

 Proceeding Time 9:21 a.m. T05 

MR. MILLER:   Madam Chair, Mr. Austin asked if he could go 

after Mr. Keen for the Association of Major Power 

Customers, so --  

THE CHAIRPERSON:   I think the panel is quite flexible 

regarding the order of submissions.   

MR. MILLER:   That completes the order of appearances, so 

I believe Mr. Sanderson is up.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Sanderson.  So, to 

remind you and everybody else, that the first round of 

submissions is to address the three areas.  First one 

being the scope of our review, second one, 

identification of remaining significant issues, and 

third area, the status of the outstanding IRs.  Please 

proceed. 

PART 1:   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. SANDERSON: 

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you, Madam Chair.  Madam Chair, I 

would also be mindful of another remark you made on 

opening, which is that we need not repeat what we said 

in our written correspondence.  B.C. Hydro has 

burdened the Commission with quite a lot of written 

correspondence.  And I will not take you through that, 

at least, other than to highlight some of the 

principal points.   
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  Clearly, on the scoping issue, Hydro’s 

position is set out in the March 23rd letter that 

covered the supplementary evidence that was filed at 

that time.  That is marked as Exhibit B-25.  And I do 

rely still on the submissions in there.   

  Put succinctly, I hope, that letter sets 

out B.C. Hydro’s position that there is really five 

topics which are implicated in the IRs or the 

Commission’s Order after the last pre-hearing which we 

say are outside the proper scope of this particular 

proceeding.  Not necessarily outside of the scope of 

the Commission’s jurisdiction, but rather outside the 

scope of the jurisdiction the Commission, we say, 

ought to exercise in the context of this specific CPCN 

application.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   And as you proceed, then, are you then 

going to make a clear distinction, then, between these 

two approaches?   

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes.  I will.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.   

MR. SANDERSON:   In essence, the position that’s relevant, 

I think, to the questions before the Commission now, 

which, to remind us all, are the extent to which 

evidence is necessary with respect to some specific 

areas, raised, as I say, in your Order, and also 

raised in the questions that were asked, both by the 
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panel and other parties, can be boiled down in still 

another way to the submission of Hydro that the 

Commission should not require answers and nor should 

it hear evidence that, one, seeks justifications for 

or changes to B.C. Hydro’s existing tariffs, other 

than the minor change which is implicated in B.C. 

Hydro’s application to revise the distribution tariff 

as you set out at the beginning of your remarks this 

morning. 

  Second, it should not require Hydro to 

answer questions or hear evidence that seeks 

justification for, or changes to, the reliability 

standards established by the Commission in its 

mandatory reliability standard orders.   

  Third, it shouldn’t require Hydro to answer 

questions and it should not hear evidence that seeks 

justification for or changes to the extent of B.C. 

Hydro’s obligation to serve new load in the Dawson 

Creek area as compared to existing customers, or 

existing load.   

  And finally, it shouldn’t require Hydro to 

answer questions or hear evidence that seeks to have 

the Commission establish priorities amongst the 

government policy objectives that are listed in 

Section 2 of the Clean Energy Act.   

  All of those submissions and all of the 
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limitations which B.C. Hydro says are appropriate in 

the context of the evidence in this proceeding can 

really be traced back to a very simple set of 

propositions.  It’s Hydro’s submission that this 

Section 45 application for a CPCN is about whether 

B.C. Hydro has met the requirements of that section as 

informed by the BCUC’s CPCN guidelines.  The question 

for you is, having regard to the words of the section, 

having regard to the requirements found in the BCUC’s 

guidelines, is there evidence before you that will 

induce you to issue a CPCN in respect of what’s come 

to be known as the DCAP project?   

  And it’s my respectful submission that 

issue must be determined based on the assumption that 

B.C. Hydro is obliged to serve its customers, both old 

and new, and it’s obliged to do that on a non-

discriminatory basis, in accordance with the 

provisions of its existing tariff as proposed to be 

modified in the application.  The level of service 

that B.C. Hydro is obliged to endeavour to provide its 

customers has also been prescribed by the Commission, 

by previous Order.  And the particulars of all of 

those are laid out in the March 23rd letter.   

  It follows, in my submission, that evidence 

based on the assumption that Hydro should discriminate 

against some customers in favour of others or that the 
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tariff should be structured other than it is will not 

assist the Commission because it's not reflective of 

the reality that B.C. Hydro faces under the current 

regulatory regime that governs its relationship with 

its customers.   

    Proceeding Time 9:27 a.m. T06 

  There are no applications before the 

Commission to amend the tariff except the very narrow 

change sought by B.C. Hydro, and no motion has been 

brought that would have the effect of giving a legal 

justification to Hydro abdicating its obligation to 

serve new customers or particular customers in one 

part of the province when they seek service from the 

system and are prepared to meet the requirements of 

the tariff.  The evidence we put before you, in my 

respectful submission, is designed to show that all of 

the load which B.C. Hydro says DCAT is necessary to 

serve is load from customers prepared to meet the 

requirements of the tariff.  Questions about whether 

that's true are clearly within the scope, but 

questions which assume away those circumstances, and 

assume that Hydro has the freedom not to serve those 

customers, in my respectful submission do not.   

  I do acknowledge that short-term necessity 

may require Hydro to condition the service in certain 

circumstances, but that doesn't affect the underlying 
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obligation to seek to restore its ability to meet the 

levels required by the MRS standards.  And I make that 

comment now because I think that links to your second 

issue, that is, the relationship between DCAT and 

Phase 2.   

  That really frames my submissions with 

respect to what is relevant and what is within scope 

in a general way for this proceeding.  I don't think 

that there are significant issues really beyond that.  

It is that lens which B.C. Hydro would have you take 

to all of the Round 3 IRs which are currently in issue 

or dispute.  And I don't think, once that's done, 

there are remaining significant substantive issues.  

There are the procedural issues you've identified, 

which I'll address when I return to my feet later, but 

I don't think there's any more that need to be covered 

sort of at the outset.   

  So what I propose to do next is turn to the 

status of the specific IRs, but I did want to give a 

little bit of an overview of that, and that is to talk 

a little bit about what the IR process itself is 

about.  I'll cover two topics.  First, what is the 

purpose of IRs in the first place?  And second, what 

is the source of a public utility's obligation to 

serve, and how does that inform its relationship with 

customers and thus the lens through which you should 
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look at those IRs?   

  Dealing first with the purpose of IRs, I 

want to take you to a quote which is general in nature 

but, I think, informative.  And it's difficult to find 

a lot of clear direction for tribunals in respect of 

how to organize their procedures, what evidence to 

hear, what evidence not to hear, and that's for good 

reason.  The reason tribunals were set up is because 

the courts were seen to be overly rigid, and tribunals 

were seen to be capable of adapting their procedures 

to the circumstances in a very specialized field that 

they found themselves having to adjudicate in.  

Clearly that's true of this Commission and so there 

are no rules as such.  But in my respectful submission 

there are principles, and principles begin in the 

context of the IR process with what is a hearing 

designed to do, and within that, what is the IR 

process meant to accomplish?   

  The best text I know of generally dealing 

with procedure is a text entitled Practice and 

Procedure Before Administrative Tribunals.  It's an 

ongoing digest authored by Robert Macaulay and James 

Sprague, and I'm going to quote and I'm sure -- Mr. 

Miller, I didn't, because it's long and diffuse, bring 

copies, but I just wanted to read a couple of passages 

from it.  And these particular passages are from 
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Volume 2 at page 1-9 first.      

Proceeding Time 9:31 a.m. T07 

  The heading itself is informative.  The 

heading on that page is called “Hearings are a tool to 

collect necessary information”.  That’s the purpose 

for which we’re here.  It is to collect information so 

you can make the decisions you’re charged with making.  

It’s not to satisfy curiosity.  It’s not to wonder 

about future decisions.  It’s not to about inform 

policy generally.  It’s about making the decision on 

the application that is before you in this proceeding, 

and it’s not about anything else.   

  In the learned author’s words: 

“The purpose of a hearing is to gather in 

evidence and argument that which will allow 

the agency to fulfill its statutory 

mandate.” 

 The statutory mandate implicated in this proceeding is 

Section 45 of the Utilities Commission Act.  That is 

the sum and full content of the purpose of this 

proceeding.   

  He goes on to say: 

“A purpose [sic] which is conducted in a way 

that is not geared to this purpose is not 

being conducted properly.  A hearing which 

is conducted in a way that obstructs the 
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proper gathering of information by the 

agency is a waste of resources.” 

 And that is a principle that I have applied in all of 

the specific submissions I’ll be making later.  It’s 

not enough to say, “Well, why not have Hydro answer 

it?  After all, they can answer any question we fire 

at them.”  In my respectful submission, Hydro should 

only be obliged to answer questions which relate to 

the issue in this proceeding, will permit or assist 

the Commission that it make a decision in respect of 

it.   

  The second general point I wanted to make 

has to do with the obligation to serve.  And I don’t 

really want to belabour this.  One can -- that is, the 

obligation to serve is not quite as old as the Magna 

Carta, but its roots are just about the same time and 

it’s the same body of law.  Which is interesting, 

personally, to me as a lawyer, because the freedoms 

that were guaranteed in the Magna Carta were seen in 

the very early common law as about parallel to the 

obligation to serve.  The two of them developed in the 

same body of justices, and were fundamental to the 

English law.  And the obligation to serve has 

obviously less prominence today than some of the 

freedoms that were identified in Magna Carta, but the 

roots are just as profound.   
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  The best exposition of that history, 

without having to take you back to the 13th and 14th 

centuries, was found in a case in our courts dealing 

with B.C. Hydro, with which I’m sure most in the room 

are familiar.  And that’s Chastain v. British Columbia 

Hydro, a decision of Mr. Justice McIntyre of our 

Supreme Court.  He went on to be a Supreme Court of 

Canada Justice of some renown.  That decision can be 

found at (1972) 32 DLR 3rd at 443, for the record.  And 

that case, funnily enough, I think, is almost exactly 

analogous to this one.  And it is that case which 

makes clear, in my respectful submission at least, the 

problem with what is being urged upon the Commission 

by some of the parties before you.  I won’t get into 

argument in great depth, but what Chastain did was say 

that B.C. Hydro, before it was regulated by this 

Commission, at a time when the Utilities Commission 

Act existed, much like it does today, but expressly 

exempted Hydro from any regulation, nevertheless had 

no right to choose its customers.  What B.C. Hydro 

tried to do was require certain customers who it 

deemed to be poor credit risks to post security before 

they came to the system.  And it said “We’ll only 

serve you if….  And if you can’t demonstrate certain 

things, you’ve got to give us a bunch of money in 

advance.”  
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  And they did that without any real evidence 

that it was focused properly or appropriately.  And 

the court, who had no jurisdiction under any Act, 

which B.C. Hydro strongly submitted meant it had no 

business telling B.C. Hydro what to do, said it was 

fundamental to a public utility’s public service 

obligation that it couldn’t choose its customers.  It 

couldn’t provide service to only those it liked, or 

only it thought were a good credit risk, or only that 

which would otherwise advance its business, which 

would otherwise lower its costs, make it more 

efficient.  Those were not bases a public utility 

could take to discriminate in who it would serve and 

who it wouldn’t.  And in my respectful submission, the 

relevance of the obligation to serve in this case is, 

that’s precisely what’s being urged on the Commission 

in respect of a class of customers here. 

    Proceeding Time 9:37 a.m. T08 

  What’s happened since Chastain is this 

Commission has assumed jurisdiction.  Having assumed 

jurisdiction through legislation, it’s imposed 

tariffs.  And those tariffs are the definition of when 

Hydro must serve.   

  Hydro must serve all those who come to it 

ready, willing and able to meet the requirements that 

this Commission has said are necessary for customers 
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to meet in order to be entitled to service.  Once 

those customers have done that, neither this 

Commission nor B.C. Hydro have any more choice in the 

matter.  If B.C. Hydro doesn't like that and says that 

obligation is inappropriate, its relief is to come to 

this Commission and complain that its tariffs are 

unjust, unreasonable, and should be varied to relieve 

it from the obligation in respect of a particular 

group of customers or customer.  If this Commission 

doesn't like it, all it can do is initiate a 

proceeding that changes the tariff.  If interveners 

don't like it, they can initiate a proceeding which 

changes the tariff.  None of that has happened here.  

When that has not happened, then neither this 

Commission nor Hydro, to use your jurisdictional 

words, have jurisdiction to require Hydro to deviate 

from the tariff.  The law is that the only charge that 

B.C. Hydro can impose on a customer and the only 

conditions of service it can impose are those 

prescribed in a tariff approved by the Commission.  

B.C. Hydro has come before you and said that's what 

it's doing.  In my respectful submission, you're 

obliged to determine whether that's true; that is, 

whether or not it's applying the tariff properly.  But 

you may not vary the tariff for this particular 

application for these particular customers.  That's 
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simply beyond your jurisdiction and it's not helpful 

to this proceeding therefore to have evidence about 

why you might want to do that, or whether the existing 

tariff is a good idea or not a good idea.  Those are 

legitimate questions in a different forum but not this 

one. 

  I think I won't say anything more about the 

obligation to serve now, because I did elaborate on 

it, or it was elaborated on in the March 23rd letter.  

And I don't yet know exactly what some of my friends 

may say with respect to it, whether they accept the 

propositions I put to you or not, and I think I'll 

wait and hear what they have to say before I say 

anything more about that. 

  So I guess I will deal with one more point 

before I go to the specific IRs and that is your last 

comment with respect to the link between this 

application and GDAT.  And I don't have a lot to say 

there.  I think the key in my submission is to be 

found in the application, Exhibit B-1 at pages 35 and 

36 of 100 in Appendix B.  And that's the system 

planning report that was filed as an appendix.  Now, 

there's been various updates to that information and 

IRs and in the supplementary evidence, but I think 

it's most succinctly stated in Section 4-5 at pages 35 

and 36 of that document.  The heading of that section 
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is “Project Staging”.  I'll just read some bits of it 

because I think they continue to be Hydro's position.  

In describing the projects it says: 

"Two major projects with different in-

service dates are required to meet the 30-

year load forecast." 

 So sitting today, B.C. Hydro looks out for 30 years.  

It foresees significant increase in the demands in the 

region, and it has designed two major projects or 

commenced considering -- I need to be more precise.  

It has designed one and commenced considering a second 

project to meet that long-term objective.  The first, 

which is DCAT, it foresees being in service as we've 

seen, or had foreseen being in service at this time in 

fiscal 2014.  That's now fiscal 2015 but as you say, 

end of April calendar 2014.  And the second is not 

till fiscal 2016, and the application refers to that 

as the F2016 stage.   

  The work that Hydro has done and the 

evidence before you is in respect of the 2014 stage, 

that is DCAT only.  The only project that Hydro has 

got designed and ready to implement to the stage that 

it's appropriate to bring forward to this Commission 

is DCAT.  That's all it proposes to do in the 

immediate term, that is what is wishes to start 

construction of now.  It continues to work on the 
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F2016 stage because it recognizes that there will be a 

need and it recognizes that, given what’s just 

happened in the last two years, DCAT alone will not 

actually get the system up to the N minus 1 standard 

that it foresees being necessary in the very short 

term. 

Proceeding Time 9:42 a.m. T09 

  So, growth has been rapid, and the 

consequence is, DCAT alone is not sufficient.  

Nevertheless, DCAT is an important and essential step 

in moving towards re-establishing N minus 1 service on 

an ongoing basis in the area.  The connection between 

the two could be that different designs of DCAT might 

have different implications for different projects in 

the future, and it might be a legitimate line of 

inquiry for this Commission to ask, well, if we do 

DCAT this way, what does the next shoe to drop look 

like?  How is that going to affect the way that the 

2016 project looks?   

  The passage at Section -- in Section 4.5 at 

pages 35 and 36 is designed to explain that and 

suggests that in fact DCAT has been designed in a way 

that supports a range of opportunities that will be 

available in fiscal 2016 project.  It doesn’t define 

what the 2016 project is going to look like.  So it’s 

not narrowing the options in a material way.   
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  What B.C. Hydro did need to do, though, 

because it had to run the costs of DCAT against the 

alternatives, right out for 30 years.  It had to 

assume something else happened to the system to do 

those runs.  So it formulated a F2016 sample project 

and said, “Let’s add that to the different DCAT 

alternatives that we’re going to analyze.”  Looked at 

each DCAT alternative, compared the one to the other, 

making similar assumptions about the future in each 

case.  In my respectful submission, but this will be a 

matter of evidence and argument, that makes lots of 

sense.  It allows an apples-to-apples comparison of 

what’s before you, which is the different ways to do 

the DCAT stage.  And it takes a neutral view of the 

future to allow you to get a long-run idea of the 

impact of those different alternatives for DCAT.   

  What, in my respectful submission, is not 

helpful is to ask the question, “Well, is that 

particular F2016 stage formulation the right one?  And 

might we do it differently in F2016?”  Because the 

answer is “Yeah, we might.”  Absolutely the answer is 

we haven’t settled -- B.C. Hydro hasn’t settled on the 

design of the F2016 project yet.   That’s what the 

application says.  That’s not known.  So it’s my 

respectful submission that questions that are designed 

to either probe that further – “What do the drafts 
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look like, what are you thinking about?” – are not 

particularly useful in deciding which formulation of 

the immediate project, that is, what I’m calling the 

DCAT project, is appropriate.   

  The key is, whatever shape F2016 stage 

takes, it’s not going to influence what the F2014 IE 

DCAT should look like.  And if that proposition is 

right, then it’s my submission that there is no 

benefit to exploring the different options that B.C. 

Hydro might face in the future.   

  So -- that’s the backdrop.  With that, I’ll 

turn to the specific IRs, if I may.  And I will deal 

first with – in the order that they appear in my book, 

I guess – the AMPC IRs.  And let me start by saying 

that there -- that three parties have told us that the 

IRs which were not addressed in Exhibit B-25, which is 

the April 17th letter B.C. Hydro filed indicating which 

IRs it thought had already been answered in the 

supplementary evidence, and which IRs it objected to.  

The ones that it didn’t put in that letter, as the 

letter made clear, it has no objection to answering.  

But what it asked was those parties who had asked IRs 

in round 3 to advise Hydro whether they still required 

answers, because it felt that with the supplementary 

evidence, a number of the lines of inquiry that were 

being pursued last November might now seem to the 
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requester no longer useful. 

    Proceeding Time 9:47 a.m. T10 

  In response to that request, B.C. Hydro has 

received responses from three parties indicating which 

of the historical IRs that Hydro doesn't object to 

they'd like to see answered.  B.C. Hydro will answer 

those, and those parties are AMPC, BCOAPO, and the 

Commission Staff.  And I've got an exhibit that I'll 

now circulate which lists what those are so we're 

precise.  So these, to be clear, are IRs B.C. Hydro 

has no objection to answer, has been asked again to 

answer by the responsible party, and so is quite 

content if the Commission Order reflects the fact that 

they will answer those.  Exhibit B-27, I think, Madam 

Chair. 

THE HEARING OFFICER:   Marked Exhibit B-27. 

 (DCAT ROUND 3 IRS WHICH BC HYDRO COMMITS TO ANSWERING 

MARKED EXHIBIT B-27)  

MR. SANDERSON:    Now, my friends will note that those do 

not include the letters -- sorry, the IRs to which we 

had objected in our April 17 filing.   

  And so now let me turn to those starting 

with AMPC 3.1.3, and that was a question which asked 

Hydro to identify the provisions of the electric 

tariff that govern the allocation of system upgrade 

costs between existing and new customers.  Hydro in 
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its letter indicated it objected because that question 

had been answered in the supplementary evidence 

questions 97 and 101.  Question 97, or the answer to 

97 indicates that Hydro relies on tariff supplement 

number 6, and as well lists the other rate schedules 

and tariff supplements that are relevant to 

transmission voltage customers.  B.C. Hydro has gone 

to significant lengths to explain how it sees tariff 

supplement number 6 working in the supplementary 

evidence, and references the sections in tariff 

supplement number 6 that it had regard to in reaching 

those conclusions in answers 97, 99 and 101.  Further 

elaboration of how it was actually applied is provided 

in answer 115 of the supplementary evidence, and B.C. 

Hydro is not about to play the game of being limited 

by paragraph references.  It relies on the entirety of 

its tariff as it needs to, to meet whatever challenges 

are addressed to it and is not going to play the game 

of being restricted in its right to do that.   

  A similar answer, I think, can be provided 

in respect of AMPC 3.1.4.  That question asked Hydro 

to confirm  

“…that the electric tariff provides Hydro 

with no discretion in the allocation of 

system upgrade costs between existing and 

new customers.  If not confirmed, please 
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specify the provisions of the electric 

tariff that provide this discretion to 

Hydro, and also specify the provisions of 

the tariff and any other factors that Hydro 

takes into account in exercising its 

discretion.”   

 Again, Hydro's approach to the application of Tariff 

Settlement No. 6 is fully set out in the supplementary 

evidence in answers 97 and 101, and also it deals with 

the question of discretion directly in the context of 

certain customers in answer 106.  And that exhausts 

what Hydro has to say on the topic. 

  The next question from AMPC to which 

objection is taken is AMPC 3.2.5, and that question 

asked for examples of past transmission facility 

proceedings where the electric tariff has been 

interpreted to require contributions in aid of 

construction, and not require customer contributions 

in aid of construction because the applied-for 

transmission facilities were for system reinforcement.  

And Hydro has referred the intervener response to some 

of the same supplementary evidence answers 106, 107, 

110 and 114.   

Proceeding Time 9:52 a.m. T11 

  In response, I go back to the question.  

What the question asked for is Hydro identified past 
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proceedings.  It doesn’t ask it to identify practices 

at all.  And Hydro has expressly answered that 

question, and then volunteered a general observation 

re its practice to help explain its overall approach.   

  The evidence says directly that there is 

only one proceeding that Hydro is aware of where there 

is comments on it.  It talks about that at length in 

the questions I’ve referenced.  So the question has 

been asked and answered.   

  AMPC 3.2.6, this question asks that -- or 

observes that:  

“Attachment A identifies B.C. Hydro’s 

capital costs for the NTL project is $94 

million, and also identifies a contribution 

from Alta Gas.  Does Hydro expect the NTL 

project to receive other customer 

contributions in aid of construction?  Why 

or why not?  If yes, what percentage of 

Hydro’s capital costs will be recovered by 

customer contributions in aid of 

construction?”   

 I take it the purpose of this is somehow to compare 

NTL and whatever is being done there with this 

proceeding.  I’ve already made the submission this 

proceeding is governed by the tariff.  NTL is not, as 

you know.  NTL is subject to specific and special 
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arrangements made pursuant to the Clean Energy Act, 

and the burden of the March 23rd letter is that the 

tariff supplement number 6 is what it is.  And it’s 

been applied.  Information about what’s going on on 

NTL is not going to provide any assistance to the 

Commission in determining how to do that; that is, how 

to apply tariff supplement number 6.   

  The last question from AMPC is 3.2.7.  And 

that question seeks to know whether  

“… the electric tariff required customer 

contributions in aid of construction for the 

DCAT project.  If it did, could the 

electrical service percentage of natural gas 

compression used in B.C. Hydro’s load 

forecast be affected?  If the answer is yes, 

what level of customer contributions in aid 

would result in changing the DCAT design?”   

 And the basis of the objection to that is that it’s 

positing a policy situation which doesn’t exist, and 

will not exist in the context of the approval process 

for DCAT.  The electric tariff provides for a division 

of costs between a new customer and B.C. Hydro by 

applying the specific provisions of tariff supplement 

number 6.  That can result in customer aids -- 

customer contributions in aid of construction, in 

appropriate circumstances.  But whether it does or it 
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doesn’t, and what you call them, by calling them a 

customer contribution in aid of construction is an 

accounting matter.  But the matter before the 

Commission is, has Hydro properly concluded that 

applying the tariff as required, no such contribution 

is required.  That’s the evidence.  The parties are 

entitled to test the evidence, but they aren’t 

entitled, in my respectful submission, and it’s not 

useful to assume away tariff, which is what that 

question seeks to do.   

  The next -- excuse me.  The next intervener 

that I’ll deal with briefly is BCOAPO.  The objections 

to most of its questions are a little bit different.  

And that -- but I’ll start with, I guess, BCOA 2.1.  

There is references made in that question to a number 

of earlier IRs.  And what this really is, is a 

supplementary question that is 3.2.1, it’s 

supplementary to some earlier questions.  And asks: 

 “Will the supply agreements which are 

referenced in those earlier IRs with these 

five customers clearly indicate in the event 

of a system outage their service will be 

subject to interruption before that of non-

interruptible customers?”   

 And in response, B.C. Hydro takes BCOAPO to 

supplementary evidence question and answers 13 and 93.  
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In my submission, it’s clear that answer 13, in answer 

13, that new customers have been advised that Hydro’s 

ability to serve them at the N minus 1 standard will 

depend upon approval for and construction of this 

project. Or, if that doesn't happen, then some yet to 

be determined project.  It's also clear that the 

impact of the DCAT project on Hydro's ability to serve 

load is set out in answer 93, and the need for a 

remedial action scheme pending a future project if 

fiscal 2016 project is also described, that in my 

submission is fully responsive to BCO 3.2.1 and no 

further order is therefore required. 

    Proceeding Time 9:57 a.m. T12 

  The next IR is BCOAPO 3.3.1.  This is a 

question which in my respectful submission has to be 

taken to relate to end use rates.  The question is: 

“Based on the responses to these IRs, is it 

reasonable to conclude that, at current 

natural gas and electricity prices, the 

energy costs associated with gas versus 

electric compression are roughly equivalent, 

but the capital and O&M costs associated 

with electrical compression are less.  If 

not, why not?”   

 And it seems to me that what that question is doing is 

seeking to -- I'm sorry, I may have jumped ahead.  Let 
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me backtrack a bit.  I'm dealing with 3.3.1 and I may 

have jumped over one, but in the meantime I'm dealing 

with 3.3.1 which seeks a response to the question I 

just identified with respect to energy costs for the 

new customers.  And the basis of that objection is 

that it related to end use rates, and its reasons and 

our reasons for objecting to questions of that sort 

are set out at page 5 as opposed to page 7 of the 

March 23rd letter.  So the confusion here was in our 

response we'd said page 7 of the March 23rd letter.  We 

meant page 5.  And it seemed to us that this question 

is designed to elicit evidence about the relative use 

--  and it may well be, as Mr. Hefford is helpfully 

reminding me, that that may be all that Ms. Worth was 

after, and if so, that's fine.  It was meant -- the 

objection was meant to be on the basis of page 5 of 

that letter, not page 7.   

  That confusion out of the way, let me move 

on to BCOAPO 3.4.1 through 3.4.3.  In my submission, 

none of these questions really -- BCOAPO's response 

does not suggest that the questions have not been 

answered or that Hydro has improperly objected to 

them.  What they're saying is we've seen the responses 

to our questions.  We acknowledge that they're in the 

supplementary evidence.  We've got follow-up 

questions.  I'm going to put that comment in a 
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separate bucket and deal with it in the second part of 

my remarks.  That is, should there be a fourth round 

of IRs or not?  That's what that question really goes 

to.  I'm not going to address that yet but I'll put 

all of 3.4.1 and 3.4.3 in that bucket if I may.   

  3.5.1 to 3.5.3 I'll put in the same bucket, 

with this twist.  This isn't even a follow-up question 

to a BCOAPO question that was responded to in 

supplementary evidence, it's a follow-up question to 

some other interveners' questions.  So another 

intervener asked a question in Round 3. B.C. Hydro 

responded to it in the supplementary evidence and now 

BCOAPO, who didn’t think to ask the question in the 

first place, wants to ask follow-ups.  Again, I’ll 

address that when we get to further process.   

Proceeding Time 10:01 a.m. T13 

  The same goes for BCOAPO 3.7.1.  And the 

last BCOAPO question is 3.8.1.  That question asked: 

 “What is B.C. Hydro’s current forecast as 

to the annual cost of firm market 

purchases?”   

 And it’s my submission that that question is squarely 

and directly answered in Q&A 69 of the supplementary 

evidence.   

  The final group of questions, Madam Chair, 

that I’ll address is those of staff.  There were many 
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questions of staff, but through dialogue between Mr. 

Miller and I, I believe I have catalogued those which 

staff wishes to continue to press and those are the 

only ones I’ll address.   

  So there are three categories of staff 

requests, I think.  There are those that we 

acknowledge we’ll answer, and those are in Exhibit B-

27.  There are those I’m about to answer.  And then 

there are those that neither Mr. Miller nor I are 

going to mention from the previous round, and I think 

those ones staff is no longer pursuing, as I 

understand it.  So I stand to be corrected, but I’m 

going to proceed on that basis at this time.   

  So the first of the ones that B.C. Hydro 

resists to answer that staff wishes to pursue is BCUC 

3.3.1.1.  And that’s a question around project 

alternatives.  And it asked, in particular:  

“Is there potential for long-term customer-

based alternatives to mitigate capacity 

constraints?  Please recap any gas 

producer’s conceptual discussions with 

respect to instituting an alternate plan 

should the preferred alternative not be 

approved.”   

 Now, I just want to explain how B.C. Hydro understands 

that question.  The question is, “Have you sat down 
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with the customer and told them you decline to meet 

your obligation to serve, you don’t intend to provide 

them with service, and what’s their plan to do 

something about that?  Have you had a discussion 

cooperatively and collectively about what they might 

do if you don’t serve them?”   

  In my respectful submission, the 

supplementary evidence sets out discussions that have 

been had with customers, completely.  But as set out 

in the last paragraph at page 2 and top of page 3 of 

the March 23rd letter, under the End Use Rates heading, 

those discussions did not, ought not, could not, focus 

on how to provide -- or sorry, did focus not on how to 

avoid the obligation to serve them, but rather how to 

serve them.  I put that very clumsily.   

  What the question asks is, discussions with 

the customers on how not to serve them.  Hydro didn’t 

have those discussions.  Hydro is neither obliged to 

have those discussions and will not expect the 

customers to react favourably to a request that they 

have those discussions.  If a public utility won’t 

meet its obligation, then the customer is forced to 

pursue its own means, and I suspect it will say, “I’ll 

do what I can, and it’s none of your business how I am 

going to get around your failure to serve me as you 

are obliged to do.”   
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  It’s for those reasons we believe that 

question to be outside the scope of the proceeding, 

and, you know, in one sense I suppose B.C. Hydro could 

simply answer it by saying, “None,” which is, I 

suspect, what would happen if we’re required to do it.  

But I think it’s worth making clear the principle that 

B.C. Hydro shouldn’t be asked to have those kinds of 

conversations with its customers, because it’s 

inconsistent with the obligation that underlies its 

relationship with them.   

    Proceeding Time 10:06 a.m.  T14 

  Next is BCUC staff 3.4.1.  And this is a 

question which relates to one of the specific 

alternatives that staff had identified.   The question 

was:   

“Please discuss the pros and cons of the 

options depicted on the following conceptual 

drawings, and there are a bunch of 

drawings.”   

  B.C. Hydro believes that it's responded to 

all of those in the supplementary evidence.  The 

supplementary evidence makes clear, it took all the 

IRs, many of them from the Commission Staff but some 

from other parties, tried to group them into plausible 

alternatives.  And I think it structured seven more 

that it had already looked at, dealt with those 
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systematically in the supplementary evidence.  As B.C. 

Hydro understands it, the particular formulation that 

is drawn in the line drawing that appears associated 

with question 3.4.1 is best illustrated and discussed 

in Q&A 81 and 91, 91 being the pros and cons of each 

alternative, but Q&A 81 being the specific discussion 

of the options which are labelled in Hydro's 

supplementary evidence as B-4 and B-5.  And it's B.C. 

Hydro's position that the discussion at B-4 and B-5 is 

responsive to Staff's question.   

  The next Staff question in dispute is 3.5.1 

and that's a series of questions, but I think I can 

deal with them generally by saying that again, in the 

grouped alternatives that B.C. Hydro developed, it 

believes it's being fully responsive to that line of 

questions in its discussion of alternatives B-2 and B-

3, and those are found discussed at Q&A 72, 79, 80 and 

91.  There are some nuances which I will just touch on 

in some of the sub-questions.  3.5.1.1 references a 

table that was provided for the comparison of 

transmission lines with and without the SOS Station, 

and the question is:   

“Is the route essentially Alternative C 

shown on page 100 of the planning report, 

with the exception that only a single line 

is added to meet the base load forecast?”   
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 I don't think that granular a question was answered, 

but in order to clarify so that Staff has the answer 

to it, the SOD drawings that Hydro provided in the 

responses I reference I think provide a complete 

answer to that.  And I think I'll leave it at that.  I 

think the alternative probably went -- hopefully with 

that level of narrowing, Staff will find that the 

concerns they had can be determined in those 

responses.   

  The next Staff questions, and maybe we 

misapprehended something here, I don't know, but 

there's a series of questions about the 2010 load 

forecast in BCUC 3.3.7.  As set out in the 

supplementary evidence at questions 53 to 61, that 

forecast has been updated and there's a discussion in 

those eight or nine questions on the effect of the 

update and the supplementary numbers.  Frankly, Hydro 

doesn't see the relevance of questions that predated 

that update and go back to the 2010 forecast when 

there's now a December 2011 forecast to shoot at.  And 

maybe we're missing something, but it seemed to us 

that it would be more fruitful to focus on the 

December 2011 forecast given that's the one that 

contains the most current information that's now 

available.   

  The same response, I think, can be provided 
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to BCUC 3.10.1.  Again it's looking at the 2010 load 

forecast and we're not sure we see a benefit to that.   

  Then there is BCUC Staff series 3.12, and 

the first of those which seems to be an issue is 12.1, 

which, as we understand it, seeks information with 

respect to the N minus 1 principle.  The precise 

question is:   

“What are the circumstances that would 

supply a new customer connection with N 

minus 1 level of service where the present 

system would have to be upgraded from M 

minus 0.  Please discuss.”   

 

Proceeding Time 10:12 a.m. T15 

  The standards Hydro was required to serve 

are set out in the MRS.  That's where the principles 

come from.  If the question is how do you apply that 

standard, then I guess our concern is the question is 

awfully general and vague.  If it’s, you know, what 

are the principle or policy issues around meeting new 

customer load to N minus 1 level standard when you’re 

at N minus zero, our answer is, well, that’s as 

prescribed in the MRS.  In other words, we do what’s 

there.  If what’s there is not understood, and Hydro’s 

interpretation of it is not fully understood, then in 

my respectful submission we need a slightly more 
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narrow question that it becomes possible then to 

address.   

  The same goes, I think, for 12.3.  Though 

that one seeks to ascertain, or have Hydro confirm 

that customers are charged the same rate for electric 

service whether it’s served N minus 1 or N minus zero, 

and then explain why N minus 1 customers are not 

charged a higher rate.  And it’s a tired refrain now 

of mine, but the tariff provides for the fact that we 

serve all customers and charge them the same if 

they’re in like circumstance, and like circumstance 

doesn’t make a distinction for customers -- new loads 

in the DCAT service area even if they’re not being 

served at the N minus 1 standard.  So the answer to 

the first part is, of course, again, the tariff.  The 

answer to the second part, which is, well, how come?  

In my respectful submission falls outside the scope of 

this proceeding again.  As I said at the outset of my 

remarks, the tariff is what the tariff is, and asking 

why doesn’t advance the debate in this proceeding.   

   3.3.13, to be precise, is the next staff 

question.  It’s under the heading “Original Cost 

Drivers”.  It asks a whole series of questions around 

whether there are original variations in the cost of 

incremental transmission and if so what’s the 

consequence.  In my respectful submission, that’s 
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fully addressed in our letter under the appropriate 

heading, the March 23rd letter, dealing with that 

issue.  The notion of postage-stamp rates is fully 

developed there, and well developed in the 

jurisprudence of the Commission.   

  3.20.1 is a question which is not on my 

list of ones that B.C. Hydro will respond to, because 

we had objected to it in the letter but we withdraw 

that objection.  We will respond to BCUC staff 3.20.1.   

  And similarly --  

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Just to confirm, sorry.  The question 

you will respond to -- 3.20 --  

MR. SANDERSON:   Three point twenty point one.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Three point twenty.  That’s --  

MR. SANDERSON:   That’s right.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.   

MR. SANDERSON:   To make it easier, yes.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That’s most -- thank you.   

MR. SANDERSON:   That just asked us to confirm an 

estimate, that the estimate used was a P-50 estimate.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes.   

MR. SANDERSON:   And 3.21, which has some sub-parts, 

similarly B.C. Hydro had previously objected but now 

will withdraw that objection.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.   

MR. SANDERSON:   And then finally BCUC staff, 3.23 -- that 
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is, three point twenty-three, it’s my submission that 

that question, which is:  

“Given that N minus 1 capacity can’t be 

allocated to specific customers, would it 

not be fair to conclude that if the five new 

customers will not receive N minus 1 

capacity, then the existing customers will 

also not receive it?” 

 That is squarely addressed, in my respectful 

submission, in Q&A 93 in the supplementary evidence, 

and there is a complete answer provided there.   

  Those are my submissions.  I don’t think I 

can sit down without acknowledging that conspicuous by 

its absence are any further responses to the 

Commission panel IRs.  Based on what is now known to 

us about those IRs, and the Commission’s perspective 

on them, we provided the response that’s contained in 

Exhibit B-25, where all of the Commission panel IRs to 

which we object were addressed.   

    Proceeding Time 10:17 a.m. T16 

  Most of them, I think it’s fair to say, 

B.C. Hydro believe had shaped the supplemental 

evidence to answer.  And so my general submission is 

if you look at what's in the supplemental evidence, 

you'll find responses to the majority of your 

inquiries.  There are some which we believe to be out 
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of scope.  I don't think that any of them are out of 

scope for reasons other than what I've already 

identified in my general remarks.  So unless the Panel 

wants to address particular ones, I think I'll 

probably leave it there. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   I believe the response was quite clear, 

so the Panel will first have to make the scoping 

ruling. 

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   And then we can clearly identify what 

these -- 

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes, that's precisely what I anticipated.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you.  Those are my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Sanderson.  So now we 

proceed then with intervener submissions.  I know soon 

is the break coming too, but I understand our Victoria 

visitor has some time limits here, so would you wish 

to proceed now, Ms. Champion? 

SUBMISSIONS MS. CHAMPION:      

  Good morning, Madam Chair, Commissioners, 

Commission Staff, ladies and gentlemen.  As a matter 

of courtesy, I wanted to explain that I will need to 

leave early today, and I want to make it clear to you 

that that does not represent a lack of interest or a 

lack of respect for the Commission, its processes and 
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the people in this room today.  The reason why I have 

to leave at noon is because there is some legislation 

currently before the legislature, including some 

proposed amendments to the Utilities Commission Act, 

that probably have no bearing on this proceeding but 

that would actually strengthen the Commission's powers 

because these proposed amendments, if they're enacted 

and brought into force, they would give the Commission 

the power to impose monetary penalties on the parties 

that it regulates.  So I am needed in case that bill 

goes to what's called committee stage, where there's a 

process of going through section by section, and I'd 

be needed there to support the Minister in answering 

questions.  So my apologies.  I would like to stay for 

the entire day but I can't.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for the background, Ms. 

Champion.   

MS. CHAMPION:   You're welcome. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Please proceed. 

MS. CHAMPION:   I'll be restricting my submissions today 

to the subjects raised in the letter that the Ministry 

wrote to the Commission on April 3rd, and that has been 

marked as Exhibit C16-2.  And really the Ministry 

wishes to speak to the scope of the proceeding.   

  The Ministry agrees with B.C. Hydro's 

characterization of the appropriate scope for this 
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proceeding, and in particular the Ministry notes that 

the information requests that have come forward in 

this proceeding can be -- there are a number of what 

could be considered policy issues that have arisen, 

and those are whether rolled-in rate principles should 

continue to apply on the B.C. Hydro system; whether 

distinctions should be made between old and new 

customers, or existing and new customers, for rate 

making and service level purposes; whether postage 

stamp rates remain appropriate on the B.C. Hydro 

system; whether the N minus 1 service standard remains 

the appropriate service standard; and whether 

consideration of this project requires the Commission 

to consider province-wide system planning issues and 

to make explicit tradeoffs between British Columbia's 

energy objections defined in the Clean Energy Act. 

  Government agrees that these issues are 

important to everyone in this room.  But the first 

three issues that I just referred to, the Ministry's 

position is that a CPCN application is not the 

effective forum for considering those, primarily 

because they affect -- they have important and far-

reaching implications, and the parties who are here 

before you may not represent all of the people who 

need to speak to those issues.  Given the significant 

load growth that we're seeing or forecasting in the 
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north, government is planning a broader review of 

industrial electricity policy, including retail 

access, and it's government's position that that other 

process, that other public process that would result 

in formal recommendations to government is a more 

effective forum for considering those policy issues.   

  As to the standard of reliability, like 

B.C. Hydro, the Ministry's position is that the 

statutory framework governing reliability standards 

and allowing the Commission to determine which 

reliability standards are appropriate in the province 

is appropriately dealt with under that statutory 

regime.  And the energy objectives, our position, the 

Ministry's position is that it's entirely appropriate 

for the Commission to consider and be guided by 

British Columbia's energy objectives when considering 

this CPCN application, and in particular the extent to 

which this application or this proposed project is 

consistent with those energy objectives.   

  Proceeding Time 10:24 a.m. T17 

  But it is not -- a CPCN proceeding is not 

the forum for considering province-wide system 

planning issues, and the relative priority or trade-

offs between energy objectives.  Those, the Ministry 

submits, would be appropriately -- and are 

appropriately dealt with under the statutory framework 
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governing B.C. Hydro’s integrated resource plan.  And 

I note also that Cabinet has the power to enact a 

regulation specifying the priority of the energy 

objectives, and there is no such regulation.   

  Those are my submissions.  Thank you very 

much.  Thank you.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Champion.  Mr. Miller, 

is this now a good time for a break?   

MR. MILLER:   If the panel wishes, it would be convenient.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Let’s take a 15-minute break.  Thank 

you.   

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 10:25 A.M.) 

 (PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 10:44 A.M.)           T19 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Please be seated.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. CUSANO: 

MR. CUSANO:   Madam Chair, members, good morning again.  

Cusano, initial “J”, Gowlings, and I appear this 

morning for CAPP.   

  A couple of very brief comments.  I start 

by saying that CAPP has filed two submissions in this 

proceeding.  The first was its application for 

intervener status, which is Exhibit C12-1.  And that 

was approved by the Commission on March 28th.  The 

second is its letter of April 2nd setting out its 

position with respect to B.C. Hydro’s application to 

reactivate this hearing.  And that can be found at 
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Exhibit C12-2.   

  Having regard to that correspondence, CAPP 

makes the following very brief submissions.  First, 

CAPP supports the submissions and comments of B.C. 

Hydro and others such as Arc, Encana, Murphy Oil, 

Shell, the Ministry, and those are based on my reading 

of their submissions, having not heard them yet this 

morning, with respect to the scope of this proceeding.  

And specifically that the application should be 

considered in light of the current tariff, which 

governs B.C. Hydro’s relations with its customers.   

  Madam Chair, members, in that regard, CAPP 

submits that as members of the industry are making 

plans for development on the basis of the current 

tariff, it would simply be unfair to consider tariff 

changes in this proceeding.  And in CAPP’s view, this 

is particularly so given the representations by the 

Ministry, and I think we heard a little bit about that 

this morning, that it intends to address these other 

tariff issues in a separate process, which would 

involve broader stakeholder input.   

  It bears noting, and as an aside, that CAPP 

would of course intend to participate in such a 

proceeding.   

  Madam Chair, members, that’s the scope and 

the extent of my comments this morning.   
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Cusano, did I understand correctly 

that your plan is then to excuse yourself and leave 

the proceeding?  Or will you be here?  Because I --  

MR. CUSANO:   If you would like me to, Madam Chair, I -- 

no.  It wasn’t my intention.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Oh, okay.   

MR. CUSANO:   No, it wasn’t my intention.  I’m sorry.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Oh, I misunderstood.   

MR. CUSANO:   My bad attempt at humour, my apologies.  My 

apologies.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Because I certainly would be 

interested in your comments regarding the schedule as 

well.  But if you stay, then we’ll hear that 

subsequently.   

MR. CUSANO:   Sure.  Sure.  Thank you, Madam Chair, and 

members.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Cusano.   

MR. CUSANO:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   Madam Chair, there has been one request for 

a change to the order of appearances.  Air Liquide has 

asked to go after Arc Resources and Encana and Murphy.  

So the next speaker would then be Shell Canada.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Landry.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. LANDRY: 

MR. LANDRY:   Madam Chair.  Back again.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Once again.   
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MR. LANDRY:   Madam Chair, the only comments that Shell 

will have, at least in stage 1 of the process that you 

have established for this morning, will relate to 

scope.  And at a very general level, Shell supports 

B.C. Hydro’s argument relating to scope, including the 

legal position that it has outlined to you.   

  And I would point out for the record, Madam 

Chair, that Shell’s position on scope has been 

articulated in a summary fashion at Exhibit C14-2.  

And that is the April 3rd letter from myself to the 

Commission.   

  Madam Chair, I want to talk a little bit in 

terms of practical reality.  And I say that in the 

concept of the debate on scope and the impact on what 

B.C. Hydro says is its obligation to serve.   

  We, Shell, is a real customer asking for 

service.  I think it’s important in terms of the 

tariff to look at tariff supplement 6 and see what it 

is, and how the BCUC came to approve it.  And it’s 

instructive to go back to the approval, which I 

believe I have the right reference, Madam Chair, and I 

apologize now if I don’t, but I believe it’s G-4-91.  

And in -- with that Order, as is usual, there are 

reasons.  And what that says to the potential 

customers and customers of Hydro is that it says the 

terms and conditions are set out in that tariff on 
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which bulk transmission customers can request service. 

    Proceeding Time 10:49 a.m. T20 

  And what you'll see in the reasons is that 

that was a very extensive process.  In fact, if you 

read the reasons, it says that it started in 1982 with 

B.C. Hydro and it completed in 1991.  And you'll see 

in the reasons that it was after a very extensive 

negotiation process amongst very key stakeholders at 

the time, and after that negotiation process the BCUC 

approved that tariff.  And it was done, and you'll see 

in consultation with even stakeholders that were not, 

at the time of the negotiations, before the 

Commission.  And since that time, Madam Chair, the 

reality is this, that all bulk transmission customers 

and potential bulk transmission customers have had 

this tariff as the definition of what is required to 

engage B.C. Hydro's obligation to serve; and Shell, as 

a potential customer, and now as a customer that is 

requesting service, has fundamentally relied on this 

BCUC approved tariff, BCUC approved terms and 

conditions on which B.C. Hydro's obligation to serve 

is engaged.  It's worked with B.C. Hydro for over 

three years, it's designed its facilities assuming 

connection, and it's incurred a substantial amount of 

cost in doing so.  And I'll give you the reference to 

the evidence on the record at B-22 on pages 18 to 21 
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of the supplemental evidence.  That's Shell-specific 

evidence brought forward by B.C. Hydro. 

  It's now completed the facilities agreement 

and the security required.  It is going through the 

internal processes at Shell.  And it is the 

expectation that this will be completed very shortly, 

and there will be a substantial amount of security 

that is provided by Shell according to the terms and 

condition that this Commission has approved. 

  Put very simply, Madam Chair, the scope and 

therefore the obligation to serve Shell must be 

defined by this tariff.  At a fundamental level the 

BCUC tariff is there, it's been approved by the BCUC, 

the terms and conditions have been set out.  Shell has 

met those terms and conditions, and B.C. Hydro is 

required to serve them.   

  At a high level, Madam Chair, those are 

Shell's submissions on scope.  We do have some 

submissions on timing but I'll leave those submissions 

to when we get to the scheduled portion of that.  So 

those are my submissions, Madam Chair.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   No questions, thank you, Mr. Landry.   

MR. LANDRY:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   I believe Mr. Davies is next. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. DAVIES: 

  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Madam Chair, I am 
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from Calgary.  I'm not here this morning because I 

love your city, which, by the way, I do.  I'm here 

because the DCAT project is of fundamental importance 

to my clients.  My three clients, Arc Resources, 

Encana, and Murphy Oil agree with the comments made by 

Mr. Sanderson about the scope of this proceeding.  I 

have nothing to say about specific information 

requests, primarily because my clients are not the 

ones that will be responding to them.   

  Madam Chair, you specifically asked that 

parties address the matter of B.C. Hydro's obligation 

to serve.  I've not studied the governing legislation 

or the case law that dates back to the Magna Carta 

such that I can offer you a legal opinion about that.  

What I can give you though is the expectation of my 

clients as three natural gas producers in this 

province, and that expectation, I submit to you, is 

relevant to your deliberations because you should have 

regard for the reasonable expectation of those that 

are actually carrying on business in northeast British 

Columbia.   

    Proceeding Time 10:54 a.m. T21 

  Business parties need to know what the 

rules are and they need to be able to rely on them. 

  Arc Resources, Encana and Murphy have 

requested electricity service from B.C. Hydro.  They 
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have done so with the expectation that if they satisfy 

the requirements of the existing B.C. Hydro tariff, 

they will receive service and in fact are entitled to 

receive service, subject to B.C. Hydro doing the 

necessary transmission system reinforcement.  And my 

clients have made and are making decisions and 

investments based on that expectation.  It was 

certainly not the expectation of my clients that B.C. 

Hydro could choose or could be directed to serve some 

customers but not other customers.  Nor was it the 

expectation of my clients that the provision of 

service to them would be dependent upon a 

consideration of broad policy matters, like postage 

stamp tolling or rolled-in rates or the N minus 1 

criterion or the like.   

  My respectful submission to you therefore, 

Madam Chair and Commissioners, is that the Commission 

should examine this DCAT project application on the 

basis of the existing tariff provisions, and ought not 

consider broad tariff changes in the context of this 

specific facilities application.  Timing is very 

important here, but I'll reserve my comments about 

timing for later this morning.   

  Those are my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Davies, may I ask one more question 

regarding the other area where I requested comments, 
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specific submissions, and that's the link between 

Phase 1 and Phase 2, because from the supplementary 

evidence it's now clear that the only way B.C. Hydro 

can comply with N minus 1 with this Phase 1, which is 

the DCAT completed, if it's relying on the remedial 

action scheme.  So number 1, are your clients fully 

aware of that?  Then number 2, are they accepting that 

without having the knowledge what the second phase 

will look like? 

MR. DAVIES:   Madam Chair, unfortunately I can't provide 

any assistance to you on that question.  It's just not 

something I'm terribly familiar with. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay. 

MR. DAVIES:   If Mr. Sanderson answered it I'll agree with 

him, but I'm not sure -- 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. DAVIES:   I'm sorry. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Davies. 

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Underhill. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. UNDERHILL: 

  Madam Chair, Panel Members, I too will be 

brief, and like my friends for the other major 

industrial customers, begin by adopting the 

submissions of my friend for B.C. Hydro on scope, 

which is principally what I want to address this 

morning. 
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  I want to simply articulate what I think is 

an obvious proposition, but that this is a Section 45 

application.  That is where the Commission finds its 

jurisdiction, and that section does not contemplate, 

with great respect, the revisiting of the existing 

framework under which my clients have requested 

service from B.C. Hydro.  It is my respectful 

submission to you that that framework has been set 

both in the statute and of course in your own rulings, 

and a number of my friends have referred of course to 

the existing tariff.   

  Air Liquide is not a natural gas producer.  

It has no choice but to seek the service that it has 

requested from B.C. Hydro.  In my submission it is 

quite unfair to impose any debate into this hearing 

about whether changes should be made to the tariff, 

about whether natural gas producers current or future 

should be treated differently.  My client needs to 

know whether it can make the significant investment it 

wants to make in British Columbia.  It would like to 

know the answer to that question in a relatively 

timely way.  Those are my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Underhill.  No questions 

from the Panel right now.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Andrews. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. ANDREWS: 
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  Thank you.  On behalf of the B.C. 

Sustainable Energy Association and Sierra Club of 

B.C., my submissions will be fairly brief, I think.    

Proceeding Time 11:00 a.m. T22 

  In terms of the scope of the review, I 

refer the panel to my April 3rd letter, Exhibit C8-9, 

where in point 2 I state that the issues of concern to 

BCSEA and SCBC are within the scope of the application 

itself.  As noted in the letter, I confirm that the 

relevance of the B.C. energy objectives to the 

application, as they are identified in the 

application, and I don’t think I need to go farther 

than that.   

  On the second issue you invited submissions 

regarding remaining significant issues.  I’d like to 

state that my clients take no position at this time 

regarding First Nations issues.   

  And lastly on the general topic of 

outstanding IRs, my clients don’t have any IRs of 

their own, but I do want to state in response to Mr. 

Sanderson’s suggestion that the response by B.C. Hydro 

to a request from BCOAPO should include -- or that the 

Commission should include in its consideration the 

fact that the original IRs to which BCOAPO is 

apparently asking for supplementary information were 

not asked by BCOAPO.  And in my submission, that 
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implies a sense of a property interest in the response 

to an Information Request that in my view is not a 

direction that the Commission ought to go.   

  In my view, the responses to Information 

Requests are on the record and they are as much the 

property of one intervener or one party as another.  

And the alternative is, if the Commission does go in 

that direction, is that every time a party asks 

Information Requests, they would add at the end, “And 

we hereby request responses to all the other 

Information Requests that other parties have asked.”  

And that would be entirely useless, of course, and we 

do our best to avoid asking IRs on topics that have 

already been asked by other parties, and sometimes 

it’s awkward to do that, because it’s a matter of 

great interest to your client.  But in an effort to 

avoid duplication, we refrain from doing that.   

  Subject to any questions, those are my 

submissions.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Yes, just one question.  You say 

you have no unanswered IRs at this point?  

MR. ANDREWS:   That’s correct.  

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Andrews.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Weafer.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. WEAFER: 

MR. WEAFER:   Good morning, Madam Chair, members of the 
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panel.  Chris Weafer for the Commercial Energy 

Consumers.  And before moving into submissions, I 

would like to adopt the submission Mr. Anderson just 

made about the practice with respect to an approach to 

dealing with Information Requests.  It’s been common 

practice that interveners don’t try and duplicate each 

other’s IRs, and to follow up on other intervener’s 

IRs, to create efficient records.  So, his point is 

supported by the CEC.   

  Turning to your topics of scope from review 

outstanding issues and follow-up IRs, I’ll say at the 

outset that the primary interest of the CEC in this 

proceeding has been looking at alternatives to the 

DCAT proposal filed by B.C. Hydro and that evaluation 

did extend to DCAT 1 and the follow-up project, 

because we think there is a significant link.  And 

what you do in the first is relevant to what you do in 

the second part of this very significant and expensive 

project.  So, I say that because generally everything 

we’ve been dealing with has been deemed in scope, and 

the company has responded to IRs with, for the most 

part, accepting that looking at alternatives is 

clearly within the scope of the Commission’s review 

and so we’re not as engaged in the scope discussion as 

other interveners may be.   

  With that said, I do have some general 
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comments in terms of scope that I hope the Commission 

will take into account.  And I can adopt Mr. 

Sanderson’s general comments around administrative law 

and the role of a hearing, and the importance of 

setting a good and fulsome record for the Commission 

to have to review in making its decision.  And I 

submit to you in establishing that record the 

Commission needs to be fair, fairness being a 

fundamental principle of administrative law guiding 

your role.  And so, with that said, in terms of scope, 

I suggest to you that where you have an application 

such as this that involves significant capital 

investment, the scope for review should be a little 

broader than something that's a $10 million CPCN. 

    Proceeding Time 11:05 a.m. T23 

  We've got a lot at stake in this 

application process affecting both existing and future 

ratepayers.  And therefore when facing a scoping 

decision, we would submit that you should err on the 

side of inclusiveness to ensure that when you are 

writing a decision, you can take into account broader 

perspectives to ensure the public interest is served 

in writing your decision.  The bigger the project, we 

say, the more you should be open to submissions on 

areas that are clearly in play with interveners.   

  As was discussed in an earlier procedural 
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conference, the significant issue in this province is 

the cost of electricity.  There has been a shareholder 

review, and the context in which you're considering 

this application should have that in mind.  And this 

has been a primary driver of the CEC's area of concern 

in terms of the alternative pursued by B.C. Hydro.   

  After breadth, I'd also go to defining a 

bright line of scope, and I will deal with what I 

think are the significant issues still on the table to 

the CEC.  Very difficult, in my submission, to draw a 

bright line in terms of scope issues.  An example 

would be the B-22 evidence dealing with load forecast.  

The evidence changed the load forecast.  There's an 

update.  That puts that matter still in issue.  And so 

the idea that we can't pursue that any further with 

new evidence filed, that it's somehow out of scope or 

inefficient or ineffective to pursue that, I say is 

simply incorrect.  There are areas including the N-1 

reliability.  We can say the N-1 reliability is a 

determined factor, but we are not necessarily certain 

on how it interacts with this project.  And again, 

that should be in scope in terms of questions that 

people may ask, if only to understand the company's 

evidence.   

  So my point to you is you hear submissions 

from B.C. Hydro or others in support, is be very 
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careful about drawing a bright line as to what's in or 

out in scope, because that's going to be very 

difficult to manage in this process.  The past 

practice of the Commission, in my respectful 

submission, is to be open, where there is no bright 

line, to allow the evidence in, and then it goes to 

argument in terms of whether it influences the 

Commission in its decision making.   

  So in summary – and others may have more to 

say on scope than I because we are, as I say, we are 

fairly comfortable that what we're pursuing has been 

within scope – we would urge the Commission to 

maintain, as it has in the past, a fairly broad 

perspective with respect to what is in scope, 

particularly in the magnitude of this application.   

  In terms of remaining significant issues, 

and I did touch on those, the CEC generally did get 

responses or direction from B.C. Hydro that had 

responded to our questions in the filing of its 

Exhibit B-22, and we are generally -- instructions are 

generally we accept that, they direct us to certain 

responses, but there will be – and this will come in 

our second set of submissions dealing with further 

process – significant issues that remain as a result 

of the updated evidence.  And it is a significant 

piece of new evidence, I would submit, 100 pages filed 
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after our four-month sojourn from this proceeding.  

It's material and it needs to be assessed.   

  There are seven areas that I'll highlight.  

The customer evidence.  The CEC respects the customers 

are here today in making submissions on the evidence 

that was filed by the company.  That's new evidence.  

It's material to other interveners to understand that 

evidence and be able to ask IRs on it, so we would 

look for the opportunity to pursue that to better 

understand that, including -- there's mixed evidence 

in terms of security that customers are executing.  

Because as I understood the evidence in B-22, it was 

to be completed by the end of April.  I'm not sure 

from today's submissions whether those security 

arrangements are in place at this time.   

Proceeding Time 11:10 a.m. T24 

  I mentioned earlier load forecast, updates 

to the load forecast.  That affects the application.  

We’d like to be able to ask questions on it.  It’s new 

evidence.   

  System planning.  B.C. Hydro has filed 

significant evidence on system planning, much of it 

responsive to the CEC’s alternatives put forward and 

we respect and appreciate that.  It does raise 

questions that we would like to pursue.   

  The N-1 planning criteria.  We understand 
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and accept the N-1 planning criteria.  What we would 

like to be able to pursue further is understanding how 

it impacts on the project and has B.C. Hydro 

effectively interpreted the N-1 planning criteria in 

the best interests of receiving approval for the CPCN.   

  The tariff supplement 6, another area that 

has received further evidence in the B-22 filing that 

will require, we submit, further questions.   

  And lastly -- sorry, not lastly.  Two other 

areas.  The updated project evidence, volume changes, 

and other issues we submit need to be tested based on 

what has been filed in the updated application.  And 

lastly, First Nations issues which the CEC will not 

necessarily be pursuing but remain obviously 

significant issues to this application based on the 

updated evidence filed.   

  So those are the areas that we still see 

are in need of review, all within scope, all 

acknowledged by the company as issues, by filing 

further evidence.   

  In terms of moving to the last topic and 

the status of IRs, we did not file in our letter of 

April 23rd detailed follow-up questions or responses to 

B.C. Hydro’s requests for further evidence.  And here, 

I’d like to again comment on fairness.   I’ve 

practiced before this Commission for some time.  I 
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can’t recall where there’s been an incident where a 

company has filed evidence in response to IRs and 

saying, “Well, now we’ve answered your questions.”  

The fair step, in my submission, is that interveners 

be allowed to ask IRs on the evidence that was filed 

and not simply be able to be told, “We answer it in 

paragraph 3, or paragraph 7, or paragraph 12.”  

Clearly that leads to follow-up questions in terms of, 

“Did you really answer the question?”  And further, is 

there evidence, additional evidence, that we weren’t 

aware of when we asked the question?   

  So we think there is a bit of a process 

problem with the idea that the record would just stop 

based on the company saying, “We filed evidence which 

responds to you”.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Just that I understand here, Mr. 

Weafer, so are you saying that CEC would still have 

some outstanding number three round IRs that you need 

to be answered?  Or are you speaking to the potential 

next round regarding the new evidence?   

MR. WEAFER:   We are satisfied to move to the next round 

that we’ve received direction from the company as to 

what they say are responsive paragraphs in their 

evidence.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes.   

MR. WEAFER:   The evidence leads to more questions, and as 
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I say in terms of fairness, the normal course is, the 

evidence goes in, then the questions come in.  Not the 

questions go in then the evidence comes in.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes.   

MR. WEAFER:   And there’s been a bit of a twist in this 

process that we don’t think is entirely fair.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for that clarification.   

MR. WEAFER:   And the rest of my submissions go to 

scheduling and I can leave them to my next appearance, 

unless there is any questions.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   If there were no further IRs, 

though, are you satisfied with the answers that you 

have?   

MR. WEAFER:   At this point, we’re satisfied that they 

have answered questions directly, but there are 

follow-up questions to those because of the somewhat 

backward nature of how this process has unfolded.  

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Sure.  Okay.   

MR. WEAFER:   And we’ll make submissions on oral hearing 

versus another round of IRs at the next time at the 

podium.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Weafer.   

MR. WEAFER:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Keen.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. KEEN: 

MR. KEEN:   Good morning, panel.  Matthew Keen for AMPC, 
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the AMPC.   

  I’ll divide my remarks into scope and to 

what we ought to do about the remaining IR responses.   

    Proceeding Time 11:10 a.m. T24 

  Turning to scope, we agree entirely with 

what Mr. Weafer had to say on behalf of the CEC.  And 

it might surprise you to know that we don't disagree 

with a lot of what Mr. Sanderson had to say.  There 

are a few hard points of disagreement and I'll focus 

my remarks on that, and that has to do with what ought 

to be said about the electric tariff and tariff 

supplement number 6 and what shouldn't be said.  And 

this, I think, also takes into account the remarks of 

other parties, the producers like Shell, Encana, Arc, 

and Murphy.   

  We heard a lot that you should not change 

the tariff without an application, and that in fact 

the Commission has no legal jurisdiction to do so.  It 

begs the question though.  There isn't an application 

before the Commission at this point, except for what 

Hydro has put out, as to changing the tariff.  What 

we're talking about right now is whether the scope of 

the hearing ought to be narrowed to exclude evidence 

that might bear on a tariff, and those are different 

things.  AMPC intends to introduce evidence relating 

to whether or not tariff supplement 6 is functioning 
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as it should.  It intends to put evidence in as to 

what a tariff ought to do, and whether a different 

application would affect project need.  And in my 

submission that's why it's relevant to this facilities 

application.   

  Section 45 has a public interest component 

to it.  It incorporates aspects of the Clean Energy 

Act and things that the Commission is mandated to 

consider.  Whether -- the functioning of tariff 

supplement 6, the negotiations began in 1982, it was 

completed in 1991.  We submit it's been overtaken by 

events since 2006 through 2008 in terms of the shale 

gas boom in northeast British Columbia.  Are those 

events that have overtaken it causing it to function 

correctly?  We submit that you should not foreclose 

putting evidence on the record that deals with that.  

That's our submission with respect to scope, without 

detracting from other comments. 

  In terms of the remaining IRs, and I should 

add that our comments on scope are also contained in 

Exhibit C3-6, C3-7 and C3-8.  In terms of the 

remaining information request responses, Mr. Sanderson 

addressed those directly and I'll just respond to his 

comments.  He talked about AMPC IR 3.1.3.  With the 

addition of his further comments, we don't seek a 

further response that was helpful to us.  We don't 
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need an enumeration of the paragraphs of tariff 

supplement 6, the confirmation that tariff supplement 

6 is it, that will do.  We disagree however with AMPC 

IR 3.1.4.  We do seek further comments on that 

information request response.   

  In his remarks Mr. Sanderson said, "Look, 

supplemental question number 106 in fact answers the 

question.”  In our view that's not -- and that's new 

to us.  That wasn't in the response that was provided 

in the April 17th submission of Hydro.  If you look at 

supplemental question number 106 the question is:   

“Has B.C. Hydro ever declined to provide 

service to any customer willing to assume 

its responsibilities?”   

 We're asking about what sort of discretion does B.C. 

Hydro have in the application of its tariff?  We're 

interested in whether or not the tariff is being 

applied in a principled manner.  These are different 

things.   

  Again, a full response to IR 3.1.4 isn't 

onerous.  It's not demanding a lot, but some clarity 

to a specific question would be appreciated.  We 

simply don't think those are the supplemental question 

responses, that they suggest that do answer the 

question, in fact do. 

  Turning to 3.2.5, in this case we're also 
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content to rest with Mr. Sanderson's response.  We 

don't need a further response there.  Mr. Sanderson 

explained that the only proceeding that's relevant is 

the one that was contained in the application, or in 

the supplemental evidence.  That's fine. 

  In terms of 3.2.6, which is the next one, 

this has to do with whether or not customer 

contributions for the NTL project are germane to this 

proceeding.  And for the scope argument I just made, I 

would suggest that it is.  I don't understand why the 

NTL project wouldn't be subject to B.C. Hydro's 

tariff.  I do understand that the Clean Energy Act 

exempts it from a Section 45 CPCN.  But in terms of 

the tariff, in terms of the way customer contributions 

apply to transmission projects, the major 

infrastructure investment in the province, I think 

it's a relevant comparator.  And it's not asking that 

this proceeding be brought under a -- substantially 

expanded.  It's asking what is the percentage?  Please 

elaborate on this press release that you've got posted 

on your website.  That's the extent of the information 

request and it's relevant to the Commission's 

consideration of the public interest in terms of 

whether or not the tariff is producing consistent 

outcomes, in terms of whether or not it's sending 

appropriate price signals, in terms of whether it's 
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interacting appropriately with other policy drivers 

such as the Clean Energy Act. 

COMMISSIONER BROWN:   Mr. Keen, I'm interested in what you 

have to say and I write very slowly, and I'm wondering 

if you could slow down just a tiny bit.   

MR. KEEN:   I'll try and do that.   

COMMISSIONER BROWN:   Thank you.   

MR. KEEN:   For 3.2.7, and I'll try and slow my remarks 

down and shorten them. 

Proceeding Time 11:20 a.m. T26 

  This again comes to the issue of the 

Commission's public interest, what things should it be 

taking into consideration in the course of a 

facilities application?  Is it appropriate to look at 

the tariff or not?  Is it appropriate to look at the 

connection of the operation of tariff supplement 6 and 

project need.  Is there an interaction between those 

things?   

  Frankly, we think the Commission got it 

right in Order G-184-11.  The Commission looked at 

that.  It said: 

“The panel finds that the evidence before it 

is deficient in a number of areas, including 

the public interest issues that are at play 

in this application, the absence of robust 

alternatives…”  
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 And I’ll skip to the end.   

“…the contribution of new customers towards 

system reinforcement.”   

 We think those issues are still outstanding.  We’d 

like to put evidence on the record to deal with those 

issues.  We don’t think the scope ought to be narrowed 

to exclude that.  We think the Information Requests 

that we have put on the record, which are limited and 

focused, deserve responses that will assist the 

Commission in that sense.   

  So with that, those are my submissions.  

I’m happy to answer any questions you may have.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Keen.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Austin.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. AUSTIN: 

MR. AUSTIN:   Before I get into the main part of my 

submission, I’m just going to deal with some of the 

comments that have been raised by others in their 

submissions.   

  The first is, with respect to Mr. Weafer’s 

assertion that the increasing price of electricity 

seems to be of paramount importance in this province 

at this point in time.  Those are my words, not his.  

I would like to point out that it is one of the many 

factors that is relevant with respect to the supply 

and demand of electricity in this province because I 
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can say with a great deal of certainty that if all of 

a sudden customers in the Lower Mainland were 

restricted in terms of their access to the supplies of 

electricity, the access to the supply of electricity 

would quickly surpass the price of electricity as a 

something that’s of paramount importance.   

  And I’ll touch on some of those points 

later on.  But this seems to be almost a north/south 

issue in this province at this point in time, because 

if you’re in the south and you’ve got access to 

supplies of electricity, then you’re not necessarily 

concerned about the people in the north who may not 

have that same access.   

  With respect to AMPC’s comments about the 

Shell gas industry overtaking the tariff supplement 

that was put into place in 1991, there has been a lot 

of things that have happened since 1991 in terms of 

economic development in this province that have been 

of equal or greater importance than developing the 

shale gas industry in the northeast part of the 

province.  All one has to do is look at the increasing 

demand for electricity in this province since 1991 to 

sort that one out.  In other words, there has been a 

lot of hook-ups to the B.C. Hydro system since 1991 

under the existing tariff, and no one’s said anything 

about it.   
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  The Clean Energy Association support Mr. 

Andrews’s position on Information Requests.   

  Turning to the scope of the review, the 

Clean Energy Association is of the view we’re not here 

to discuss changes to B.C. Hydro’s tariff other than 

B.C. Hydro’s proposed change in terms of security, 

which the Clean Energy Association will probably 

oppose.   

  We are not here to look at discriminating 

against new customers versus existing customers.  

That’s not within the scope of this proceeding.  We 

are not here to look at the business activities of the 

customers who are requesting to be hooked up in the 

northeast.   

  And to put that into a bit of context, 

would we be asking the same question of a major 

industrial load in the greater Vancouver area?  The 

answer is, probably not.  Would we be saying to them, 

“You should generate your own electricity, you’ve got 

access to supplies of natural gas”?  And that was a 

question, I believe, Madam Chair, that you raised.  

And essentially what we’re not supposed to be doing 

under the existing monopoly that B.C. Hydro has is 

saying, “Let’s look at your activities.  Let’s look at 

your balance sheet.  Let’s look at what you’ve got in 

your pockets before we supply you with electricity.”  
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That’s not what we’re supposed to be doing.  That’s 

not what the monopoly that B.C. Hydro was granted was 

ever set up to do.  And that’s not what the Utilities 

Commission Act talks about in terms of servicing 

customers.   

  In terms of the priorities amongst the 

government policies under the Clean Energy Act, you 

heard the representative for the Ministry of Energy, 

Mines and Petroleum Resources say that there is no 

prior -- there are no priorities and if there are to 

be priorities, the government will issue an Order in 

Council.  And the Clean Energy Association agrees with 

that.   

  We are not here to ration the supply of 

electricity that B.C. Hydro makes available to its 

customers.  What we are here to do is look at the CPCN 

application under Section 45, and the tariff as it 

currently exists.   

  And I’d like to put some of these issues 

into context.  I was a veteran of the Vancouver Island 

Transmission Reinforcement project hearing.  I went 

through the Interior to Lower Mainland Transmission 

line review process.  And in neither one of those 

hearings or processes were any of these issues raised.  

And for good reason.  Because we were there to talk 

about the application for transmission expansion and 
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upgrade, and we weren’t there to talk about 

discrimination against certain customers.  The only 

reason that some people are raising this issue, or 

maybe it’s not the only reason, but one of the 

reasons, is because they look at the natural gas 

industry as somebody, perhaps, who’s got very deep 

pockets and who’s got the ability to generate their 

own electricity.  The pulp and paper industry has got 

its ability to generate its own electricity.  The coal 

miners in this province have got the ability to 

generate their own electricity.  Hotels and shopping 

centres in the Lower Mainland have got the ability to 

generate their own electricity, but we’re not getting 

into those issues.  And there is no reason why we 

should be getting into those issues in the context of 

this hearing.   

  Subject to any questions, those are my 

submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Austin.   

MR. MILLER:   Ms. Worth.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. WORTH: 

MS. WORTH:   Madam Chair, members of the panel.  B.C. 

Hydro is seeking to limit the scope of this process in 

various ways.  The BCOAPO, like others who have spoken 

before you today, wish to urge the panel to keep the 

scope of this particular matter broad.  This is a 
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significant project.  It has a number of implications 

and inputs including policy, deferral account 

concerns, and rates.  And as such it merits a thorough 

examination, and we urge that we err on the side of 

inclusiveness. 

    Proceeding Time 11:28 a.m. T27 

  Now, in particular B.C. Hydro sought to 

exclude the issue as to whether rolled-in rates 

principles should apply on B.C. Hydro's system, and 

whether a distinction should be made between old and 

new customers for ratemaking and service level 

purposes.  B.C. Hydro notes that to the extent new 

customers are required to make capital contributions 

they are treated different -- or sorry, BCOAPO notes 

that to the extent that new customers are required to 

make capital contributions, they are actually being 

treated differently than the old customers.  B.C. 

Hydro has proposed changes, as many have noted, to its 

capital contribution policy, and it is our position 

that this should definitely be in scope to examine and 

determine whether these changes are appropriate.   

  Also, we submit that it should be in scope 

to determine whether there are other changes to the 

capital contribution or system expansion policy that 

should be considered and would be more appropriate.  

We think that that is important in order to examine 
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the prudency of this particular project and to put it 

into some context.   

  Similarly, all questions related to how the 

capital contribution policies are applied and how the 

calculations are done should remain in scope, as they 

go to understanding the current practice and hence 

whether they are appropriate.   

  BCOAPO is not asking the Commission to 

examine the issue of regional rates or postage stamp 

rates, although to the extent that those costs vary by 

region, particularly the incremental costs, this will 

impact the cost of expansion to meet the new load on 

capital contribution calculations, which I have 

already asked to remain in scope.  

  BCOAPO is not challenging the N-1 service 

standard, but this is a case where, due to the large 

volumes associated with the new customers requesting 

service, it is clear that B.C. Hydro is not capable of 

meeting that obligation, at least in the short term.  

As a result, our clients urge this Panel to find how 

B.C. Hydro plans to manage this, and which customers 

should or should not be at risk in the event of 

transmission outage, should this project be approved 

as filed, remain in scope. 

  B.C. Hydro's fifth suggestion of a way in 

which to limit the scope of this process is whether we 
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require -- or whether the Commission Panel is required 

to consider province-wide system planning issues and 

B.C.'s energy objectives under the Clean Energy Act.  

I am certainly not here to suggest that the DCAT 

project cannot or should not be considered with 

reference to those objectives.  However, given that 

one of the objectives is to keep B.C. Hydro's rates 

competitive, it is appropriate, in my submission, to 

look at the impact of this proposal as a means to deal 

with B.C. Hydro's planning and system challenges on 

rates.  Such an examine [sic] should not be limited to 

the impact of the project costs themselves but also 

the impact of serving the new customer loads that will 

arise as a result.  Since these costs include energy 

supply costs, they are to a legitimate consideration.  

And we are particularly interested in whether these 

considerations are adequately and properly reflected 

in the current capital contribution policy.   

  Ms. Champion, on behalf of the Ministry, 

noted that the government has the power to enact 

regulation, to specify the priority that should be 

placed on these particular objectives, particularly 

when the B.C. Utilities Commission is making 

determinations like this; but then noted that no such 

regulation exists.  Now, I'm not sure whether Ms. 

Champion intended to imply that the lack of regulation 
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is somehow a bar to the Panel assigning some priority 

in the context of the CPCN, but out of an abundance of 

caution I'm going to say that it is not our client's 

view that the government's lack of over-prescription 

through legislation and regulation in this case 

prevents you from considering and assigning priority.  

In fact, in any such determination, whether it's a 

CPCN or other, that type of prioritization inevitably 

occurs.  And I would submit this is a valuable 

exercise, should it remain in scope, to help this 

Panel allow parties to present their views on that 

priority and the effect on their particular interests, 

to inform your decision on that.   

  Now, remaining significant issues, as I've 

just outlined, there are a number that remain 

significant to our clients, and this does remain the 

case in light of B.C. Hydro's supplemental evidence.  

Exhibit B-22 provides some helpful updates on the 

circumstances related to the needs of this project, 

and details regarding some of the other alternatives 

that they've considered since their original filing, 

and we look forward to the opportunity to seek some 

clarification and further details as required.   

Proceeding Time 11:34 a.m. T28 

  In particular, for my clients, First 

Nations issues remain live and we are anxiously 
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awaiting submissions from the West Moberley 

representatives to present their views on whether 

their concerns from the original filing remain live.   

  Now, in Mr. Sanderson’s submissions, he 

addressed the IRs, so I’ll move on to that.  I adopt 

Mr. Andrews’s submissions, not surprisingly, on the 

importance of avoiding property interests in regards 

to IRs.  All parties’ IRs informed submissions and 

cross-examination and there are times where IRs will 

require follow-up.  We do not try to duplicate 

unnecessarily the questions from other interveners.  

But there are times where other parties’ IRs or IRs in 

general raise issues that are specific to our clients, 

or that we feel are general, that haven’t adequately 

been addressed in the response.  We are open to the 

possibility that if there is any duplication resulting 

from that party following up on the IRs, B.C. Hydro 

can refer us to that response.  It’s done in many 

processes.  And if that is the case, and our questions 

are answered, we’re content to leave that.  But we do 

have different interests from other groups at times.  

And it is important to allow the parties to follow up 

on those specific interests, or general interests, 

that different perspectives may inform.   

  And Madam Chair, on behalf of the panel, 

asked us to comment on whether there were -- on the 
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links between phase 1 and phase 2.  BCOAPO agrees with 

Mr. Weafer that there are significant links between 

phase 1 and phase 2, and that that should inform the 

determination on the limits of the Commission’s 

jurisdiction.  To consider this in isolation without 

any consideration of the phase 2, I think, would be an 

unnecessary limitation on what we need to take into 

consideration going forward.   

  Subject to any questions, those are my 

submissions.  Thank you.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Worth.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Hildebrand.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. HILDEBRAND: 

MR. HILDEBRAND:   Members of the panel, because this is my 

first appearance before you, I have taken the liberty 

of putting my comments this morning in writing.  And I 

understand that this will be identified as Exhibit 

C18-2.   

THE HEARING OFFICER:   C18-2.   

 (WRITTEN REMARKS BY MR. HILDEBRAND ON BEHALF OF THE 

CITY OF DAWSON CREEK MARKED EXHIBIT C18-2) 

MR. HILDEBRAND:   The city of Dawson Creek applied for 

intervener status by letter dated April 24th, 2012.  

The city represents approximately 13,000 local 

residents with a keen interest in this application and 

its timely prosecution.  Increased capacity to the 
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Dawson Creek/Groundbirch area is required to meet both 

existing and projected demand.  The existing 

transmission system already fails to meet the N minus 

1 reliability standard based on peak winter load.  And 

there is the exhibit reference there.  Demand is 

expected to increase substantially as a result of 

resource development in the area.  The system will be 

unable to meet projected demand at the N minus zero 

standard by the end of 2013.  And that’s stated in the 

Hydro application.   

  Hydro’s timeline for this application as 

originally set out and for the construction of the 

line reflected the reality of the existing and 

projected demand.  The estimated in-service date 

coincided with the time that demand would exceed 

capacity at the N minus zero standard.  And I’ve set 

out the milestones that were included with the 

original B.C. Hydro submission to the Commission.   

  The level of service to residents of Dawson 

Creek has fallen below the N minus 1 standard that 

other residents of the province routinely expect.  In 

addition, jobs and economic opportunity for the area 

residents are under threat.  It is not fair to the 

residents of Dawson Creek to delay this matter further 

so that other interveners can debate issues which are 

not raised on this application and cannot 
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realistically be addressed or resolved in this 

proceeding.   

  I’m going to turn now to what is in issue.  

The order sought by B.C. Hydro and the statutory basis 

for them are stated succinctly in the Hydro 

application.  Hydro applies under Section 45 of the 

Act for a certificate of public convenience and 

necessity, and under Sections 58(1) and 61(2) of the 

Act to amend Section 8.3 of the electric tariff.  The 

proposed amendment to the electric tariff, add one 

paragraph, to require capital contributions from five 

instead of three companies, adding new demand. The 

proposed amendment can in no way be characterized as a 

fundamental change to Hydro rates or policy. 

    Proceeding Time 11:40 a.m. T29 

  While the discretion granted to the 

Commission is broad, there are specified factors by 

which the Commission must be guided on both of the 

Hydro applications.  Section 46(3.3) of the Act 

specifies factors that the Commission must consider in 

the certificate application.  All are addressed in the 

Hydro application.  The Commission must also respect 

the entitlement of Dawson Creek residents under 

Section 39 of the Act, and I've quoted the Act there.  

I don't need to go through what it specifically says. 

  The City submits that service which already 
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falls below the N minus 1 standard and is projected to 

fall below the N minus 0 standard within approximately 

18 months deprives city residents of the fair and 

equal treatment they are entitled to.  The principal 

issue before the Commission is how to remedy that 

state of affairs.   

  And the point has been made by others and I 

repeat it, that all that is at issue before the 

Commission right now are two applications, one for a 

one paragraph change to the electric tariff, and the 

other for the certificate sought by Hydro.   

  Now I turn to what is not in issue.  This 

proceeding was suspended when Hydro identified 

fundamental issues, which interveners began to raise 

and which Hydro considered to be outside the scope of 

this hearing.  Hydro identified the following five 

issues in its letter of March 23rd, 2012, which is 

Exhibit B-22: whether rolled-in rates should continue 

to apply, whether distinctions should be made between 

old and new customers in ratemaking and setting 

service levels, whether postage stamp rates remain 

appropriate, whether the N minus 1 service standard 

remains appropriate, and whether the DCAT application 

requires the BCUC to consider B.C.'s energy objectives 

under the Clean Energy Act on a province-wide basis. 

  It is clear that pursuit of these issues 
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will substantially complicate and delay these 

proceedings, and it's clear because it already has.  

The Act must be considered and construed as a whole, 

and that must be the starting point for any ruling by 

the Commission on scope or procedure.  Examination of 

the Act shows that the issues listed above should not 

and in most cases cannot be appropriately addressed or 

resolved in this proceeding.  And I've sort of parsed 

them here and I'm following the same number at which 

I've listed the issues in paragraph 6.   

  Issues 1 and 3 both relate to the setting 

of rates.  However, apart from the minor adjustments 

sought by Hydro to Section 8.3 of the electric tariff, 

there is no application before the Commission to set 

or vary any rate.  Any such application would invoke 

other sections of the Act with separate procedures and 

requirements to be adhered to.   

  Section 58 of the Act contains the 

following provisions.  The Commission can set rates on 

its own motion or after a complaint that a rate is 

unreasonable, insufficient, or unduly discriminatory.  

Those are the two grounds on which the Commission is 

authorized to set a rate.  Is it proposed by the 

people who wish to examine these issues that the 

Commission is going to proceed and rewrite rates on 

its own motion?  Or is anyone here alleging that they 
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intend to proceed with an application under Section 58 

on the grounds that any rates are unreasonable, 

insufficient, or unduly discriminatory?  I don't think 

either is a practical approach, and certainly none is 

before the Commission at this time.   

  Section 59 is directed specifically to 

rates charged by B.C. Hydro.  It specifies that 

certain rates set by Hydro are deemed to be just, 

reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory.  Are we 

going to consider issues of whether some of the 

changes that any one of a number of interveners might 

like to see and some of the rate structure offend 

against the specific statutory provisions that deem 

the rates in question not to be just, or deem them to 

be just, reasonable, and not unduly discriminatory?   

  Section 60 prohibits rate which are unjust, 

unreasonable, and unduly discriminatory, and 

authorizes the Commission to determine when the 

section is being infringed.  Section 1 states that the 

utilities must adhere to filed rates and that the 

Commission can vary rates which it sets, but only 

after an inquiry conducted in accordance with that 

section. 

  Apart from Hydro's application relating to 

the electric tariff, there is no application under any 

of these sections before the Commission.  It is not 
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reasonable to suggest that in this proceeding the 

Commission could address or resolve issues that might 

arise in a more general rate application.     

Proceeding Time 11:45 p.m. T30 

  The kinds of issues now being raised are 

not specific to customers in the Dawson 

Creek/Groundbirch Area.  They raise general and 

complex questions about the fair allocation of energy 

and infrastructure costs that could potentially affect 

all consumers of energy throughout the province.  A 

proper analysis of those issues would also involve 

examining core government policies and possibly re-

examination of longstanding regulatory principles.  A 

hearing to consider these issues would have to offer 

participation to a broad range of interested parties, 

far beyond the number interested in whether there 

should be a new transmission line into Dawson Creek.   

  If these kinds of issues are to be 

considered, they can only be dealt with in a 

proceeding whose design and scope reflect the breadth 

and importance of these questions.  This is not such a 

proceeding. 

  Now I turn to issues 2) and 4) that I 

identified, or that were stated in the Hydro letter, 

service levels and reliability standards.   

  The Act contains specific provisions that 
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deal with service levels and reliability standards and 

proceedings to address those issues.  With respect to 

service level, section 39 contains a general 

prohibition against discrimination.  With respect to 

reliability standards, section 125.2 gives the 

Commission authority to adopt reliability standards.  

The section includes mandatory procedures for Hydro to 

report on reliability standards and for the Commission 

to consider different standards.  The Commission can 

also rescind a standard, or adopt a previously 

rejected standard, but only after a hearing in 

accordance with that section.  The N minus 1 standard 

has been adopted by the Commission pursuant to the Act 

and will apply to the DCAT project a result of 

regulation 32, 2009.   

  Section 26 of the Act also contains a 

general power to set standards, again, after a 

hearing, as specified in that section.  Section 26 has 

limited operation when section 125.2 applies.  

   Again, there is no application or 

proceeding before the Commission under any of these 

sections.  There is also no reasonable basis upon 

which the Commission could, in the present proceeding, 

reconsider any of the existing reliability standards.  

As with the rates issue, any such consideration would 

require a proceeding whose procedures and scope are 
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suitable for addressing broader issues.   

  Issue 5, province wide consideration of 

energy objectives.  Section 43 -- excuse me, 

46(3.3)(a) requires that the Commission consider 

British Columbia’s energy objectives.  The Hydro 

application deals with that issue to the extent that 

it relates to the project under consideration.  To the 

extent that the interveners want to examine those 

objectives on a province wide basis, the Act also 

contains additional provisions which can be used to 

examine broader policy issues.  Under section 5 of the 

Act, the Lieutenant Governor in Council can require 

the Commission to advise on any matter within the 

Commission’s jurisdiction.  Section 5 of the Act gives 

the government a means of considering issues on a 

province wide basis and has been used previously.   

  And I won't go through them, but I have 

just given two objections there.  In the interest of 

time I will move past those two bullet points, I don’t 

think they are of great assistance.   

  Procedures exist for the government to 

place issues before the Commission when energy policy 

raises questions which fall outside the scope of any 

single application.  The City submits however, that 

that is not the purpose of intervener status in 

hearing of this nature.   
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  Conclusion.  What is in issue in this 

proceeding is whether the board should issue a 

certificate of public convenience and necessity for a 

new transmission line into the Dawson Creek/ 

Groundbirch area.  The reasons why that line is 

necessary are straightforward and are spelled out in 

detail on the Hydro application.  The residents of 

Dawson Creek have a right to electrical service which 

meets the standards enjoyed by other residents of this 

province.  And I call to mind Mr. Austin’s comments.  

What would be happening if all of this were about 

service to Burnaby or Vancouver?   

  The residents -- that right is expressly 

confirmed in the Act, and it is a right which neither 

the interveners nor this Commission can abrogate.  The 

issues which the interveners seek to raise are of a 

fundamentally different nature and will require a 

fundamentally different type of proceeding if they are 

to be considered by the Commission at all.   

  Several of those issues go to the root of 

existing policies of both the Commission and Hydro, 

and would require a re-examination of pricing and 

service policies which have been considered settled 

for years, if not decades.   

  I pause to say this, you know, there is 

some question about some of the interveners who may 
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wish to question the wisdom or the applicability or 

the wisdom in current circumstances of various rates 

structures that Hydro adheres to on a daily basis.  

Are they seriously suggesting that there will be full 

cross-examination of witnesses designed to test the 

issue of “is this rate structure sensible in 2012?” 

and then the Commission will come to a conclusion on 

whether this rate structure is sensible in 2012?  And 

then this Commission will say “yea” or “nay” to a new 

transmission line into Dawson Creek because the 

Commission has concluded that some rate structure is 

no longer sensible in 2012.  The idea that this 

hearing could acquire that kind of a scope, at the 

instance of interveners, is, in my respectful 

submission, beyond reason.  

    Proceeding Time 11:50 a.m. T31 

  More importantly, unless this Commission 

uses this hearing as a basis for fundamental changes 

in service level policies, none of those issues 

detract from the reasons why electric service to the 

Dawson Creek/Groundbirch area needs to be improved 

within the time frame of Hydro's proposed construction 

schedule.   

  The City of Dawson Creek -- stopping there, 

the City of Dawson Creek only became motivated to 

intervene and only applied for intervener status when 
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the suspension in the hearing, and the scope of the 

issues that appeared to be creeping into it, raised 

the spectre that there would be even further delay and 

greater uncertainty in when the service-level issues 

that are important to the residents will be resolved.  

And they're entitled not only to the same level of 

service that everybody else gets, but to as prompt a 

consideration as possible as to when and how that will 

be achieved.   

  The City of Dawson respectfully submits 

that this application should proceed as a conventional 

facilities application, and issues of falling outside 

the scope of such an application should be reserved 

for proceedings suitable to them.   

  My position is not largely different in 

substance from that put forward either by the Attorney 

General or by B.C. Hydro, but it is put forward from 

the perspective of the municipal government in the 

area and the residents in the area, because it's their 

service, their economic opportunities and their jobs 

that are at stake here.  And we urge the Commission to 

do what it can to deal with this application as the 

application that it really is and within the time 

constraints that face the residents of the area on a 

very practical and personal level.   

  Those are all my submissions on scope.   
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  On the other matters that are raised in the 

first level of issues that you wanted us to address, 

as a result of my only recent introduction to these 

proceedings obviously I can't assist the Commission at 

all.  So unless there are questions, that completes my 

submissions. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much, Mr. Hildebrand. 

MR. HILDEBRAND:   Thank you.  

MR. MILLER:   Ms. Russell. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. RUSSELL: 

  I believe I'm still on the edge of being 

able to still say good morning.  Good morning to the 

Commission.  Allison Russell here on behalf of the 

West Moberly First Nations.  My submissions on these 

points will be relatively brief.  We're mostly here 

about to set some good targets for the schedule, so 

I'll speak to the first points first, as requested by 

the Panel. 

  I just want to pick up on something I heard 

here about speaking from a practical and personal 

place, and I think that my clients would like me to 

say that West Moberly First Nations, this is a very 

practical and personal issue for them too, as this   

project will be happening in their proverbial back 

yard, and could have some very significant adverse 

impacts on their treaty rights and their ability to 
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exercise that.  So that's the context in which I make 

my remarks.   

  You asked if there's any new issues that 

have come out from the new evidence and the period of 

time, and I can say that the good news, in a fashion, 

is that there's no new issues to bring forward because 

of the new information or the gap of time, but the 

fundamental issues to the West Moberly First Nations 

still remain the same.  At heart our clients have 

concerns about the potential adverse impacts of the 

project on their treaty rights.  I don't need to 

weight in on the substance of that right, but my goal 

is to make sure that that keeps forefront in the minds 

of the Panel, which is still a significant issue to be 

resolved.  It will be resolved by a way of evidence 

submissions.  We'll see what comes out of the study, 

and that will speak to my submissions in the 

timetable.   

  But it remains to be seen whether B.C. 

Hydro and West Moberly will be able to come to any 

agreement, if there are appropriate mitigation and 

accommodation measures which may be required to be 

dealt with, which may come up from the statement -- 

I'm sorry, the impact work and the conclusions.  We 

don't have those yet.   

Proceeding Time 11:55 a.m. T32 
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  So in sum, we still may have some issues to 

deal with on that ground, which are quite important 

for the reasons that I set out for West Moberly First 

Nations.   

  So, I have identified the significant issue 

that’s still here for my client.   

  The other point that I would just make is 

to pick up on scoping issues.  There are certain 

issues that may not be of concern to West Moberly 

First Nations but on a larger view, West Moberly First 

Nations supports a broader scope of review, 

particularly on the policy issues.  We’re interested 

in having a full and fulsome debate about what’s 

necessary to be debated.  We’ll leave that to the 

panel to get into the minutiae of the scope of that, 

but we -- what we are more comfortable with is letting 

the panel make those decisions and to err on the side 

of information coming in. If it’s not deemed to be 

relevant at that time, it can be set aside.  But that 

is the interest of the West Moberly First Nations in 

as far as the scope of the review goes.  And on that 

point, we simply support the interveners that are 

seeking a fulsome scope of review.   

  That point would also speak to the 

Information Requests.  We don’t have any outstanding 

Information Requests.  We don’t expect to put any 
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forward if there were a stage 4, but we would support 

a fourth round if it were to be necessary for any of 

the other parties to deal with the larger issues.   

  Subject to any of your questions, those are 

my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you very much, Ms. Russell.   

MS. RUSSELL:   Thank you.  

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. MILLER:  

MR. MILLER:   Madam Chair, I’m going to limit my comments 

to the IRs and insofar as I address the IRs they can 

also be taken as an indication from staff as to staff 

being of the opinion that the issues are within scope.   

  So I’m going to deal with the list as set 

forth by Mr. Sanderson.  So the first IR is 3.1.1.  In 

this IR, and this is the one that Mr. Sanderson did 

speak to this morning with respect to B.C. Hydro not 

having discussions with customers related to “we’re 

not going to meet our obligation to serve”.  I think 

he put it in that sort of context.   

  So, I think with most of these questions 

there is two options for the panel.  One is to require 

B.C. Hydro to answer them, or the second is, to the 

extent that Mr. Sanderson has characterized certain 

questions as being vague or – and I’ll put words in 

his mouth – maybe difficult to answer in the way 

they’re being phrased, staff would be willing to 
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address or provide further clarity with respect to the 

questions in a fourth round of IRs and staff is 

strongly in support of a fourth round for the reasons 

expressed by Mr. Weafer.  One, some of the questions 

that staff are still seeking answers to, they do not 

believe they have received full answers, so that could 

be addressed in a supplemental IR.  Or the evidence 

itself has raised -- the supplemental evidence has 

raised further questions.  So, staff agrees with Mr. 

Weafer’s comments in that regard.   

  So in 3.l.1, the issue that staff was 

trying to get at and perhaps ineloquently was, they 

want to know what are the alternate plans for meeting 

the load which Hydro has indicated it should be able 

to do, or will be able to do, if the DCAT project is 

not approved.  And so maybe some rewording of the IR 

is necessary, but really what they’re looking at is 

the issues of justification and need.  What are the 

alternate plans should the preferred alternative not 

be approved, as Hydro has indicated that they will 

meet the load somehow.  And that's what the Staff 

wants to know.  

    Proceeding Time 11:59 a.m. T33 

  On 3.4, Mr. Sanderson has indicated that 

the supplemental evidence has addressed the issues, 

and I also believe he referenced questions 81 and 91.  
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Staff's response is some issues have been answered by 

the supplemental evidence, not fully though.  And the 

Staff wants to go back and be able to drill down, I 

guess is the way to put it, on detail and get answers 

to specific questions that they believe have not been 

fully answered but only vaguely answered.  And Staff 

is also in agreement with some of the earlier 

submissions that referring us to previous questions 

and answers does not necessarily always answer the 

specific question in mind.  It provides some context, 

but there's still further granular detail that is 

required.   

  On 3.5.1, Mr. Sanderson's response was that 

the SLD drawings provide the complete answer, and 

directed Staff to look at those, that the answer would 

be found within them.  If that is so -- and Staff will 

do that, but if that is so, it seems to me it's 

equally available to Hydro to say either yes or no and 

point to the particular evidence that they've already 

provided to say, "Here it is."   

  3.7 is the next issue, the next series of 

issues, and I think there is perhaps some 

miscommunication or cross purposes perhaps on 3.7.  

3.7 addresses load forecast, and as Mr. Sanderson 

pointed out, there was new updated information 

provided in the supplemental filing.  However, what 
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Staff is drilling down to on these particular issues 

is not what are the numbers.  They acknowledge they 

have the numbers with a new load forecast.  What 

they're trying to drill down to is how are you coming 

up with your inputs on that load forecast?  And one of 

the particular questions was when you were developing 

your load forecast numbers, did you consider the 

impact of possible rate increases?  It seems to me 

that's either a yes or a no answer.  So Staff is not 

questioning that the evidence is not there.  They're 

trying to understand the evidence.  How are you coming 

up with your numbers?  And that's what Staff wants to 

address.  So again, if the questions have been asked 

ineloquently, then Staff would ask for the opportunity 

to clarify the questions in a fourth round of IRs. 

  3.10.  3.10.1.  Staff wants an answer to 

that.  They want to know whether the 1800 megawatts 

that's referred to, whether the potential -- or how 

much of 1800 megawatts is in the 2010 load forecast.  

They are, again, trying to drill down behind the 

numbers, finding out what do they mean.  And Staff 

does want answer to that.   

  On 3.12.1 and .2, Mr. Sanderson indicated, 

and Staff agrees with this aspect, the MRS standards 

are what they are.  He did go on to indicate, “If your 

question is how do we apply them, or how do we take 
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the standards as they are and practically apply them 

on a day-to-day basis or on a planning basis,” he 

said, “that might well be in scope,” as I heard him 

say, but the Staff's questions were to vague to 

answer.  Staff can rephrase the question in a fourth 

round and give him more clarity on exactly what it is 

that's going on, because Staff does want to know what 

criteria are you using when you say you're going to 

meet N minus 1 with respect to different areas of the 

province and different sections of the province.? 

Proceeding Time 12:04 p.m. T34 

  On 3.12.3, staff withdraws.  They’ve heard 

Mr. Sanderson and B.C. Hydro’s comment that the rates 

are what they are, and staff will withdraw that 

question.   

  3.3.13, staff also withdraws that question.   

  And 3.23, staff withdraws.   

  And those are my submissions, My Lady.  I 

believe now the next step would be for Mr. Sanderson, 

and I don’t know whether he’s ready to go now, or 

whether you want to take the break, or whether he 

could use some time over lunch before he responds.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Perhaps we should hear from Mr. 

Sanderson what’s --  

MR. SANDERSON:   Madam Chair, I am in the panel’s hands, 

but if -- given a choice, I think I would like to 
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break.  I think I could probably manage now, but it 

would be more succinct and coherent if I had the break 

to organize.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   So, perhaps I think we need at least a 

short break.  So, the question is, shall we just have 

a 45-minute break?  Or shall we have a longer one?  

What’s the preference of the group here?   

MR. SANDERSON:   Because I’m still on my feet, and 

speaking personally, I’m quite happy to be back at one 

o’clock, ready to reply.  And also then I -- because I 

think I’m last on issue 1, then I could roll straight 

into my submissions on the second part of this 

morning’s agenda.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That sounds like a sensible plan, so 

let’s return, then, one o’clock, please.  Thank you.   

(PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 12:06 P.M.) 

 (PROCEEDINGS RESUMED AT 1:04 P.M.)              T36 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Please be seated.  Mr. Miller?   

MR. MILLER:   Just one correction, Madam Chair.  I am told 

that when I was addressing the IRs, my first reference 

was to IR 3.1.1.  It should have been a reference to 

3.3.1.1.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Noted.   

  Now, Mr. Sanderson, back to you.   

REPLY BY MR. SANDERSON: 

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you, Madam Chair.  Madam Chair, as 
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I said before the break, I’ll deal with reply of what 

we heard this morning, and then I’ll just move on to 

phase 2 of the agenda.   

  Dealing with reply first, I won’t, 

generally, speaking reply to those who are generally 

supportive of my submissions.  But there is one thing 

I wanted to say about the Minister’s submissions this 

morning.  I just wanted to put them -- and having 

heard them on the record in what I say is the right 

context.  The Ministry has come forward with its 

vision looking forward, and the relevance of that, I 

suggest, for your consideration is the identification 

of a process which will deal with some of the 

underlying issues that are sought to be addressed in 

this proceeding by some.  I say that’s relevant 

evidence for you, evidence which you can and should 

consider.  And the relevant evidence simply is the 

fact of those alternative processes.  So that when you 

come to deliberate on should we expand the scope of 

this process, it is a relevant consideration for you 

that there exists a commitment from government that 

those very same issues are going to be addressed in 

another process.  And you need to have regard to that 

when you’re making your ultimate decision here.   

  Next, before again I get to those opposed, 

I did want to say one thing.  And some of my friends 
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may have something to say on this as well.  In 

response to your question to Mr. Davies, with respect 

to the RAS schemes, I don’t think I’d addressed what 

B.C. Hydro’s position was with respect to the RAS 

schemes.  I think I should.   

  A RAS scheme in Hydro’s submission is an 

interim step necessary as it moves from N minus zero 

to N minus one.  In other words, when it’s in 

circumstances where it is unable with one single 

system outage to serve all of its load, a RAS scheme 

is a plan to indicate which customers will lose 

service when that contingency occurs.  And a RAS 

scheme facilitates physically Hydro being able to 

control which customer loses service.  If you don’t 

have a RAS scheme, and you have an outage that you’re 

not protected against, then controlling who loses 

service is a matter for system operators on a real-

time management basis and could very well be old load.  

It could be very well -- it could be hospitals, it 

could be whatever.  A RAS scheme is designed to allow 

you to focus ON who loses service.   

  B.C. Hydro’s position is, the fact that a 

RAS scheme exists does not meet the N minus one 

requirements.  It’s an interim step while you’re not 

in compliance with those standards, but Hydro’s 

obligation is to continue to work towards getting to 
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the place where it doesn’t need a RAS scheme, where 

instead it’s meeting N minus one for everybody.  And 

that’s the position that I think is made clear in the 

supplementary evidence as it relates to the customers, 

and Hydro’s evidence there is that that’s what it’s 

told those customers, i.e., they will need that RAS 

scheme in the interim.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   May I still double-clarify, Mr. 

Sanderson?  I understood from the new evidence that 

DCAT does not get B.C. Hydro to N minus one without 

the RAS scheme.   

MR. SANDERSON:   That’s true.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay. And that was my question to Mr. 

Davies.  

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Okay.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes, and Hydro’s evidence in the 

supplementary evidence is, it has advised those five 

customers of the need to have a RAS scheme until Hydro 

can bring on further reinforcement so as to be able to 

serve everybody at N minus one.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   As in phase 2, whatever shape that will 

take.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Correct.  Correct.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Commissioner Morton?   
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COMMISSIONER MORTON:   So, given that I believe that you 

said that N minus one with a RAS scheme isn’t an -- 

doesn’t meet the N minus one standard.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Is that correct?   

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   So the DCAT project does not meet 

the N minus one -- or, after the DCAT project, the 

system will not meet the N minus one standard.   

MR. SANDERSON:   That is the forecast.  Under the load 

forecast that’s been filed, that is the consequence.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   So, given that, and given the fact 

that -- well, let me ask.  After phase 2, is it 

expected that it would meet the N minus one standard?   

MR. SANDERSON:   B.C. Hydro is working on a plan --   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Yeah.   

MR. SANDERSON:   -- to meet the full N minus one standard, 

and that’s what it calls phase 2.  So that plan that 

it’s working on, that is not yet filed with the 

Commission, which is not yet application-ready, is a 

plan designed to get the system to N minus in its 

entirety. 

    Proceeding Time 1:10 p.m. T37 

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Without any -- 

MR. SANDERSON:   Without RAS. 

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   Right, okay, thank you.   
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MR. SANDERSON:   Those are the comments I had with respect 

to just sort of clarifying some of those intervener 

submissions who were in support.   

  With respect to those who had issues to 

draw with respect to what I had said, let me deal 

first with a comment Mr. Andrews made and then quickly 

adopted by a number of other interveners, and that was 

to take issue with my proposition that there should be 

-- or it mattered who asked the question in terms of 

whether or not a follow-up question was appropriate.  

With great respect, I don't think that's what I said, 

at least I don't think what Mr. Andrews heard is what 

I meant.   

  My observation was that BCOAPO had 

questioned the adequacy of the responses given to 

certain CEC questions in the supplementary evidence.  

So our position in response to CEC was, "We've 

answered that question over here."  CEC accepts that.  

BCOAPO says, "No, you haven't."  And I was suggesting 

that that unusual circumstance is a bit odd.  If the 

person asking the question thinks the question is 

answered, it seems to me B.C. Hydro has discharged its 

obligation to that person to answer that question.   

  I don't quarrel with BCOAPO's right or 

anybody else's right to ask follow-up questions and 

say, “Well, you answered the question here, I've got 
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the following question.”  How they should do that in 

this proceeding is what I'm going to deal with when I 

finish my reply.  That is, what is round 4 or what is 

the oral hearing about if there is to be an oral 

hearing?   

  A bunch of parties have said in their 

submissions, "I've got more questions."  Well, with 

great respect, that's a given.  Parties here always 

have more questions.  The issue before the Commission 

now is how should any remaining questions there are 

best be dealt with in a way that's fair to everybody?  

Fair to the customers who want service, fair to the 

interests who want to test the application before a 

determination on whether they get service in this way 

is made.  And I'll address that in what I say the 

future processes should be, but I wanted to be clear 

I'm not suggesting there should be a limit on who gets 

to ask the questions.  It's just what is the process 

by which that occurs? 

  In the course of their remarks, I think, by 

my note at least, CEC, BCOAPO, and West Moberley all 

made submissions that you should, in quotes, "err on 

the side of inclusiveness".  With great respect, I 

would prefer to submit that you not err at all.  I 

would prefer to submit that you strike a fair balance.  

That's what your job is here.  You need to strike a 
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fair balance between hearing evidence and questions 

that gives a full appreciation of the issues, and 

serving the need of the applicant to have its 

application dealt with in a timely and expeditious 

manner.  It's a balance.  No absolutely right lines as 

people have referred to earlier, not an easy task, but 

your job is to get it right.  And I'm going to be 

making submissions about how I think you can best do 

that, again when I talk about process in the second 

phase. 

  I did want to take you in that regard, if I 

haven't lost it, to my previously referenced text and 

that's Macaulay again, this time at page 12-11.  And 

here is what he has to say, and again this is broad 

generalities, but under the heading “Hearings Require 

Structure” he has this to say: 

"Hearings require structure.  A decision 

maker must at all times be aware of the 

purpose of the hearing, where it is going, 

and how it should get there.  An individual 

or panel presiding over a hearing must 

appear at all times to be aware and 

competent to direct the proceedings.  The 

unstructured and undirected hearing will not 

serve its purpose as well as one which is.  

The parties will lack confidence in the 
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rulings of the decision maker.  The 

unscrupulous or those with a special agenda 

will use it for their own ends.  An 

unstructured hearing is an inefficient one 

and will delay the accomplishment of the 

agency's mandate and its ability to deal 

with other matters.  This is not a task to 

be approached lightly by a decision maker.  

It requires an in-depth knowledge of the 

substantive function of the agency, a good 

grasp of the law respecting procedure, and 

an ability to control, without suppressing, 

public meetings.  The principal purpose of a 

hearing is to collect the information 

required by an agency in order to make a 

decision as required by its mandate.  Thus 

the agency should structure its hearings in 

a way that contributes to that efficient and 

effective collection." 

  It's in that context that I say you're not 

to err.  You're to get it right.  Strike the right 

balance, get the information you need, and then get on 

with a structured and fair process.   

  As I heard the balance of CEC's remarks, it 

struck me that what they're really asking for is 

follow-ups.  And again, I acknowledge absolutely the 
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right of further process and follow-up.  But the 

manner in which that should occur I'll address in a 

moment. 

Proceeding Time 1:17 p.m. T38 

  BCOAPO, next, wanted to address one 

specific issue that Ms. Worth raised in the context of 

the energy objectives.  She made reference to the 

Section 2 objectives, and I think she talked in her 

words about the low rates objective.  I prefer to 

characterize it in the words that it appears, which is 

“The objective of ensuring that the authority’s rates 

remain amongst the most competitive of rates charged 

by public utilities in North America.”  And I 

appreciate a number of interveners have, and I suspect 

as the hearing progresses will continue to put in 

issue the significant costs that B.C. Hydro must incur 

to build DCAT, and that objective.  And I wanted to 

put in context B.C. Hydro’s position in making the 

submission that there is no conflict with that 

objective in this application.   

  B.C. Hydro has to build some facilities in 

order to meet its obligation to serve.  And whether 

that costs more money and pushes rates up or not is 

not an issue that implicates that objective.  That 

objective assumes Hydro is doing its job.  And then it 

asks, “Is it doing it in a way that allows it to keep 
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its rates as low as possible?”  Or, consistent with 

that objective as stated, amongst the lowest in North 

America.   

  B.C. Hydro, then, has brought to you a 

number of alternative ways in which to meet its 

obligations.  If you saw that one of them kept rates 

low, and another didn’t, and B.C. Hydro is promoting 

the one that didn’t, i.e. B.C. Hydro is coming to you 

with a more expensive objective saying -- sorry, a 

more expensive project saying, “Yeah, yeah, it’s more 

expensive but don’t worry, it serves the other 

government objectives,” you would then have to resolve 

that conflict.  But B.C. Hydro isn’t doing that.   

  B.C. Hydro is coming forward with a 

proposal that it says, at least, both serves the other 

government objectives that are implicated and is the 

most cost-effective way to meet the needs that it sees 

in the Dawson Creek area.  And so there is no impact, 

no adverse impact, on that objective in B.C. Hydro’s 

application.  Despite the fact, which is acknowledged, 

it’s an expensive project, despite the fact it will 

have a negative rate impact, and that’s because any 

increase in load in the current situation in B.C. is 

going to have a negative impact on rates.  That’s a 

given.  That’s the circumstance that B.C. finds itself 

in.  And that’s not implicated by that objective.   
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  Next, Madam Chair, there was submissions by 

Mr. Keen on behalf of AMPC.  And I have to confess I 

was left unclear with respect to what is really being 

said by AMPC about its objectives with respect to 

tariff supplement number 6 -- what kind of evidence it 

is going to lead, and what kind of questions it wants 

to ask.   

  As I heard Mr. Keen, I think you take two 

views of AMPC’s position.  It may be saying, and these 

are words that he employed, that events have overtaken 

tariff supplement number 6.  I think that’s a quote.  

And that in consequence, and this is not so much a 

quote, but this is where I am unclear, you should 

change tariff supplement number 6 in this proceeding.  

If that’s what he’s saying, I think you’ve heard from 

a great number of my friends, and you certainly heard 

from me, and I reiterate -- no, you can’t.  This is 

not a proceeding which could yield an order from this 

Commission saying “tariff supplement number 6 is 

hereby amended as follows”.  That is simply 

fundamentally unfair to the ratepayers of British 

Columbia Hydro throughout the province, and such a 

decision would not withstand legal scrutiny because 

the process hasn’t been established for that purpose.   

  So if that’s what he’s saying, I stand on 

the legal point.  That is completely outside the 
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legitimate scope of this proceeding and it exceeds the 

jurisdiction of this panel, of the Commission in this 

proceeding.   

  Maybe that’s what he was -- maybe that’s 

not what he was saying.  Maybe what he was saying was 

that it can’t be done in this hearing but he wants to 

address evidence about whether it should be done or 

not in some future time anyway, that he thinks it’s an 

interesting issue, that he’d like to explore the 

policy behind with Hydro’s witnesses, and he’d like to 

lead evidence about it and talk to it through his own 

witnesses.  In my respectful submission, if that’s 

what he’s saying, that’s an inappropriate use -- not 

without jurisdiction, it’s an inappropriate use of 

this proceeding.  This proceeding, as I’ve emphasized 

in the quotes I’ve read you, is about informing you to 

make your decision in this proceeding.  If you can’t 

make a decision to change tariff supplement number 6, 

whether or not it’s good or bad, is not something 

which assists you in making the decision you’re called 

upon to make here.  And so you shouldn’t allow that 

evidence, if that’s his intent.   

  A couple of what I hope are fairly quick 

hitters on the specific AMPC response to the IRs that 

are in dispute.  The first one is AMPC 3.1.4.  Again, 

the difference there is B.C. Hydro’s position is that 
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question was answered in the supplemental evidence, 

question 106. Mr. Keen begs to differ.  

    Proceeding Time 1:22 p.m. T39 

  I ask the Commission, respectfully, to go 

to line 17 on page 78 of supplementary evidence, 

answer 106.  Look at the question.  And for the life 

of me, I can't see what more it is that we could say 

in response to that question.  3.14, to reiterate, 

asks:   

“Specify the provisions of the electric 

tariff that provide discretion to B.C. 

Hydro, and also specify the provisions of 

the electric tariff and any other factors 

that B.C. Hydro takes into account in 

exercising its discretion.”   

 The only discretion B.C. Hydro professes to know about 

is referenced in line 7 at 106, and that's what I 

continue to think is the complete answer to that 

question.   

  The next one that we were quarrelling about 

is AMPC 3.16, and that's again NTL.  On that one again 

I want to give you a quick reference to drive home my 

point that NTL is a different issue.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Excuse me, was it one six or two six?   

MR. SANDERSON:   I'm sorry.  We're now on 3. -- oh, you're 

correct, my mistake.  3.2.6. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. SANDERSON:   Yes, my notes are -- it's my bad writing.  

3.2.6, what I want to refer you to there is Section 

8.2 of the Clean Energy Act.  Section 8.2 of the Clean 

Energy Act, I don't know if you have it in front of 

you but Section 8.2 elaborates the reference to the 

Northwest Transmission Line that's contained in 

Section 7.1.  So Section 7.1, as you'll recall, 

exempts a number of projects from the requirement for 

a CPCN.  One of those, and it's sub (1.a), is the 

Northwest Transmission Line.  Section 8.2 says this: 

"Subject to subsection (1) of this section…" 

 which is not relevant in the context, 

"…the Commission must set, under the 

Utilities Commission Act, a rate proposed by 

B.C. Hydro with respect to the project 

referred to in Section 7.1(a). " 

 which is Northwest Transmission.   

  So the Act requires B.C. Hydro to come up 

with a new proposal for that special project, and it 

requires the Commission then to establish that rate 

for that transmission line and the facilities involved 

in that project.  By statutory determination then, 

that's a special case to which Special Direction -- or 

sorry, tariff supplement number 6 is not applicable.  

B.C. Hydro's current tariffs aren't applicable.  
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Rather, Hydro is required to come up with a new tariff 

for that express purpose.  Hydro has not filed that 

yet.  It hasn't been timely.  And so that isn't before 

the Commission or isn't filed, but needs to be by the 

statute eventually.  And that will be a standalone 

application by the requirements of the Act.  It 

doesn't inform in any way the meaning of Tariff 

Supplement No. 6.   

  My final response to Mr. Keen's submissions 

relates to 3.2.7, and that was the question 

surrounding required customers in aid of construction 

for the DCAT project.  Again, to the extent that Mr. 

Keen accepts Tariff Supplement No. 6 as it is, then I 

don't think there's anything to answer.  It is what it 

is.  To the extent that he does not, and AMPC does 

not, then in my respectful submission this isn't the 

place to debate what it should be in terms of divvying 

up costs.   

  Those are my remarks with respect to reply 

to the initial submissions this morning.  Now, I've 

foreshadowed a number of times addressing you on 

scheduling unless you have any more questions on 

substance.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   I just have a brief follow-up question, 

Mr. Sanderson -- 

MR. SANDERSON:   Of course. 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- before you continue.  Can you give 

the Panel any indication of when that new tariff would 

be filed for the Northwest Transmission Line?   

    Proceeding Time 1:28 p.m. T40 

MR. SANDERSON:   Madam Chair, I can't make a commitment 

but I can give you kind of a current update. The hope 

and the anticipation is that there will be a filing 

late summer or early fall, so August-September.  But 

again, I didn't come prepared to make commitments or 

not make commitments, but that's my sort of current 

estimate, I'm told. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Sanderson.  So now you 

may continue. 

PART 2: 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. SANDERSON: 

MR. SANDERSON:   So I have a couple of submissions to 

make.  Mr. Hefford is going to circulate a timetable 

that we prepared, and I guess this should be Exhibit 

B-28, in response to the Commission’s.  And it in some 

respects is not radically different from the 

Commission's but there is some thinking behind it 

which I wanted to identify before I get into its 

specifics. 

 (B.C. HYDRO’S PROPOSED REGULATORY TIMETABLE MARKED 

EXHIBIT B-28)   

  I've told you that we absolutely 
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acknowledge the need for the Commission, Commission 

Staff, interveners, to be able to ask further 

questions around the supplementary evidence, and we 

need a process which will allow that to happen.  There 

has been an assumption in the submissions before you 

that that means another round of IRs, and I want to 

say. “Hold the phone.”   

  There is no right to information requests.  

Like a number of counsel in this room, I appear before 

quite a lot of energy boards, not just this one, and 

non-energy boards but other types of regulators.  Most 

of them have some form of what they call 

interrogatories or information requests.  Courts have 

interrogatories.  They also have other vehicles to 

pre-discover information, and they have hearings.  All 

of those have in common conferring on somebody the 

right to ask question in some form or another of 

somebody who is providing evidence to the proceeding.  

There is nothing magic about that being done through 

information processes.  And this Commission is, in my 

experience, more generous with allowing the process to 

go in that way than any commission with which I'm 

familiar.  That is, there is more written pre-hearing 

information requests in a BCUC proceeding than any 

other process I have encountered.   

  I'm not suggesting that's necessarily a bad 
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thing.  But nor am I suggesting it's a good thing, and 

nor am I suggesting it's a procedural right, the 

absence of which renders the proceeding unfair.  With 

great respect, that is nonsense.  There's lots of 

different ways that interveners can get at the 

information they need.   

  The question for you now is:  How should 

that happen here?  My response is:  Well, it depends.  

It depends on what the interveners are really going to 

tell you.  If the interveners are going to say that 

the evidence B.C. Hydro has led is not credible, that 

it's inaccurate, that the calculations are wrong, that 

the people who are providing the opinions that are 

provided are not expert at what they do, and they want 

to test those things with their own evidence, then 

what you should do is have an oral hearing because the 

only way the Panel can really assess who to believe 

when facts are in contest, in my respectful 

submission, is to look at them, hear them, understand 

their demeanour, and form the judgments that it's your 

job to form.   

  I don't know that you're going to be called 

upon to do that in this proceeding.  I haven't seen 

any evidence of it yet.  With the exception of one 

party, and I'll come to -- and that's West Moberly who 

I'll come to in a moment, there is only one of the 
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rate-focused interveners, and that's AMPC, who has 

said they're going to lead any evidence here.  As I 

heard Mr. Keen, my guess is, and it is a guess, that 

evidence is policy in nature.  That evidence isn't 

going to say B.C. Hydro is not telling you the whole 

story.  It isn't going to say B.C. Hydro isn't telling 

the truth.  That evidence, I'm suspecting, is going to 

say:  As a matter of policy or of good utility 

practice or whatever, we think it should either be 

done differently than Tariff Supplement No. 6 would 

have it done. Or maybe it's going to say:  We think 

Tariff Supplement No. 6 should be interpreted 

differently.  Again, as between those two I don't 

know, but my guess is that either one of them is going 

to be policy evidence in nature.  And the question is 

“Which do you agree with,” not “Who's telling the 

truth.” 

  If I'm right in that, then I don't think an 

oral hearing is going to advance your understanding in 

the least.  I think that the way you should proceed 

then is by written submission.  The importance of that 

submission is that if you proceed by written 

submission, you need a substitute way to get more 

information.  You need a way that interveners can ask 

for clarification on the supplementary evidence.  So 

you need another round of IRs.  And if you're going to 
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proceed by written submission, we concede another 

round of IRs is appropriate.  And if you look at 

Exhibit B-28 you will see that we built in a round of 

IRs into that process.  And my submission is that if 

interveners are content with a written process, or if 

you could, whether they're content with it or not, 

that there really isn't anything you can learn from 

viva voce testimony, then you should go with the first 

of the two schedules here.  You should have what I've 

labelled a primarily written schedule, and I'll come 

to the adjective "primarily" in just a minute, and you 

should permit another round of IRs and I’ve laid out 

the timing in which we think that can be accommodated. 

And that could yield submissions from Hydro commencing 

July 16th. 

Proceeding Time 1:34 p.m. T41 

  The one exception that gives rise to the 

word “primarily” in the written schedule we’ve 

proposed is in respect of First Nations consultation.  

And First Nations consultation is only an issue really 

with respect to the West Moberly First Nation.  Ms. 

Russell is here today to speak to their interests and 

I’ll look forward to hearing from her.   

  My understanding of where that sits is that 

there is a study process going on.  As you are well 

aware, B.C. Hydro takes the view that that process is 
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not an integral part of this proceeding.  But, 

absolutely, the evidence that comes out of it could be 

admissible in this proceeding.   

  Happily, B.C. Hydro understands that 

evidence will be available by June 30th, that 

subsequent to the last process there has been ongoing 

back and forth between West Moberly and Hydro that’s 

yielded an agreement on the form a study could take, 

that’s yielded the retention by West Moberly of 

consultants to do the process that was agreed upon, 

and a commitment that the evidence -- or that report 

will be ready in draft.  As I understand it, the 

commitment was by May 31st and in final by June 30th.   

  If that’s all true, and can happen in that 

way, then there will be a decision that needs to be 

made as that report’s conclusions become clear.  B.C. 

Hydro and West Moberly will sit down.  They will, as 

Ms. Russell said already this morning, discuss whether 

or not there is identified impacts that require 

mitigation or accommodation.  If there is, they will 

see whether they can agree on what that mitigation and 

accommodation needs to be.  And if they can reach 

agreement, then I’ll be before you, I think, or we 

will write to make submissions suggesting that the 

First Nation consultation issue has been resolved to 

the satisfaction of both West Moberly and B.C. Hydro, 
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which case no further process is required in that 

respect and we can proceed with the written 

submissions as identified in the schedule.   

  Alternatively, we won’t agree.  If we don’t 

agree, then I do accept that the differences are 

likely to require an oral proceeding in order to 

resolve them.  I also respect the preference of West 

Moberly to have their evidence heard orally, should 

that occur and wanted to be able to build in something 

in the schedule that would accommodate that.  I think 

that is primarily a matter between the Commission and 

its staff, West Moberly and B.C. Hydro.  I don’t mean 

that at all to foreclose anybody else participating, 

but in terms of scheduling and timing, I think it’s 

just hearing from those two parties that would be 

required of you, and that’s why it seems to me that 

two days commencing July 9th would facilitate that 

occurring.  And so, while it’s pushing everybody to 

get it done, the schedule for the project demands that 

we all make effort and everybody make accommodations 

in their scheduling in order to allow an efficient and 

expeditious process.  And I think the schedule I’ve 

laid out under “Written schedule” can accomplish that.   

  That would then allow final submissions, 

again, in a written process, by B.C. Hydro on the 16th, 

by interveners a week later, and by Hydro in reply -- 
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or I guess it was nine days later, and by Hydro in 

reply eight days after that.  We’re done by the end of 

July.  

  The alternative to that, if we just stop 

that process and think about the alternative, would be 

if the Commission was persuaded that it would benefit 

from hearing witnesses for issues other than First 

Nations consultation.  So would benefit from hearing 

debates on tariff supplement number 6, or the 

alternatives, or any of the other issues that have 

been raised by interveners, bearing in mind that with 

respect to everything except tariff supplement number 

6, as I am hearing them, nobody has any evidence to 

provide, except B.C. Hydro.  So, I leave open what the 

benefit of the viva voce part would be, but if you 

conclude it’s necessary, then my response to that is, 

fine.  Let’s provide for a process that does that.    

 Proceeding Time 1:39 p.m. T42 

  What we don’t need, however, with the 

greatest of respect, is another round of IRs and then 

a session where -- which will be dedicated exclusively 

to asking questions of Hydro witnesses.  If you’ve got 

more questions you want to ask Hydro witnesses, let’s 

go to the hearing and ask them.  You know, and if it 

has to be done orally, do it in writing, do it orally, 

do it once, and let’s get it done.  We’ve already had 
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what amounts to three rounds of IRs responded to, 

given the supplementary evidence; responded to so many 

of them, we, for sure, don’t need yet another round 

followed after that by an oral hearing.  

  If you do that, then again a hearing more 

generally can begin July 9th.  This schedule calls for 

that being dealt within five days, which is consistent 

with what the Commission anticipated, and then the 

only other difference in the oral hearing is picking 

up precisely on a question you asked at the outset, 

Madam Chair, and that is what about oral argument.  My 

answer is, absolutely.  Oral argument is the only way, 

in my respectful submission, we should proceed, 

consistent with the need to expedite this process.   

  If you look at what happens here by going 

to oral argument, we have moved the hearing up two 

weeks, but we’ve moved the conclusion of argument up 

by two months.  And we’ve done that by eliminating the 

long period over the summer for written submissions.  

The fact is, written submissions, because they have to 

be so precise, and because they are -- it takes people 

a long time to write, take way longer.  And in my 

respectful submission, I don’t think they add an awful 

lot.  I think we should all be -- by the end of this 

process, we’ll have been in it for a year, almost to 

the day, at the end of the supplementary evidence 
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people should know the record, they should know what 

they’re going to say, they should be able to have 

mainly dealt with their arguments before the oral 

hearing start.  And certainly, speaking on behalf of 

B.C. Hydro, we’re content to go into an oral argument 

six days after that hearing ends and I, with respect 

think, the applicant bears the greatest burden. They 

have to cover the most issues.  And if it’s possible 

for us to get organized in six days to do that orally, 

I cannot see any real basis why other parties can’t do 

the same.  And that would see us through the process 

by July 20th. 

  So, both of those approaches would get us 

through the evidence and through the hearing in July.  

In my respectful submission, that should yield a 

decision from this Commission by September.   

  And I did want to say that if the 

Commission is challenged to issue a decision with 

reasons in that time frame, my strong request is that 

the Commission consider issuing the decision without 

reasons, issuing whether a CPCN is to be granted or 

not granted, and any conditions that would attach to 

it if it is, with reasons to follow.   

  This Commission has done that before.  It’s 

not the standard practice, but it’s certainly done it 

in times of expedition, and if you think about the 
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circumstances we find ourselves in here, whatever the 

outcome of the application, it’s imperative we know.  

Because if the answer is “yes, DCAT is the preferred 

project,” then B.C. Hydro needs to get on and build 

it, if it’s going to meet that April deadline.  If the 

answer is “no”, then B.C. Hydro has desperately got to 

scramble to find an alternative to meet its 

obligations.  And it’s, in the evidence, clear that 

that’s going to lead to further delay, but that delay 

needs to be minimized.   

  So, whether it’s yes or no, both B.C. Hydro 

and its customers need to hear that answer absolutely 

as soon as they can.  And while reasons will be very 

important for that, they don’t have to be  delivered 

in this timely way.  The moment, with great respect, 

you’ve made up your mind, I think all of the 

participants are entitled to know what the outcome is.   

  Those are my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Just a couple of scheduling questions.  

These are just to do a reality check here, Mr. 

Sanderson.  Just to clarify when you -- when B.C. 

Hydro is expecting decision from the Commission panel 

by September, you mean no later than end of August.  

Or what does “by September” mean?   

MR. SANDERSON:   No.  Let me be very direct, then.  In my 

respectful submission, 60-day turnaround with reasons 
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for this case should be plausible.  That would be the 

end of September.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  So there is a difference 

between --  

MR. SANDERSON:   There is.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   -- end of August and end of September.   

MR. SANDERSON:   There is, and I understand that, and I’m 

not indifferent to what August is. I have ambitions 

for August as well.  

    Proceeding Time 9:07 a.m. T2 

  Having said that, if the Commission is 

settled as to what -- and that's why I addressed my 

without reasons idea -- I appreciate that writing a 

decision that is expressed clearly, covers all of the 

issues that are dealt with, is a time-consuming and 

difficult task.  I appreciate that Staff and the Panel 

have a lot else on their plate.   

  I don't think the decision is as difficult.  

That is, I think you've heard it I think you will know 

fairly quickly whether you're persuaded that DCAT is 

or is not the best project.  And what I'm urging on 

you is that if that happens in the middle of August 

and you're feeling comfortable that you know what the 

outcome is, then the parties and B.C. Hydro and the 

province would benefit from you saying so.  If the 

reasons are not then available until September or 
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October, I don't think that's a significant problem.  

I hope that helps address your point.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Still to clarify then, so if it is 

going to be a clear yes or no, ideally you would like 

to know that then before the beginning of September 

then.  Is that what you say? 

MR. SANDERSON:   Absolutely.  If that's possible -- 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Yes. 

MR. SANDERSON:   If it's possible for the Commission to 

say yes or no, or yes with conditions, or no, then 

yes, we would.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you.   

COMMISSIONER MORTON:   But you could live with getting the 

yes or no even at the end, by the end of September, is 

that -- 

MR. SANDERSON:   We could.  I mean the schedule and the 

April 2014 deadline, or in-service date, to be direct, 

was predicated on a decision by the end of September.  

That's not to say that, you know, Hydro had originally 

hoped to get this project to finish much earlier.  So 

that hope hasn't got away.  The earlier we can get it 

the sooner we can get it in service. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Then one more. This is a very detailed 

scheduling question.  Looking at your proposed 

timetable, the first date, Thursday, May 10th, which 
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would be in written schedule option, and that's when 

B.C. Hydro would respond to IR No. 4 and outstanding 

IRs No. 3 after the scope ruling.  And I cannot make 

at the moment any firm commitments on behalf of the 

Panel, but I think the earliest the Panel could come 

out with the scoping ruling would be Monday the 7th.  

So providing other people would be in a position to 

come up with the IRs in such a tight timeframe, would 

B.C. Hydro be able to then respond to -- is it fair, I 

guess that's my -- it's a fairness question.  If you 

are giving such a few days to other parties and then 

you are giving B.C. Hydro two weeks. 

MR. SANDERSON:   Well, with great respect, Madam Chair, 

we're saying that actually the other parties have had 

two months.  So March 23rd, B.C. Hydro filed its 

supplemental evidence and it identified what it 

thought was in scope and what wasn't.  The requirement 

now of other parties is that by May 30th they indicate 

which of their IR No. 3s they want answered, that 

you've said are in scope that we've resisted, and my 

guess is whatever you -- all I have to do is look at 

their IRs and say, "See, that one was in scope.  Look 

at the order."  That's a one-hour exercise.  I mean 

that's not a difficult thing for them to do. 

  The second thing they have to do is ask 

their Information Request No. 4.  We heard a lot of 
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today, "That answer is not adequate.  We're going to 

have a follow-up."  They're basing that on their 

review of the evidence over the last two months.  I 

don't think it's much to ask them to have those 

questions organized and ready to ask, depending on 

your ruling, by May 10th. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you.  Who do we have next here, 

Mr. Miller? 

MR. MILLER:   The Ministry would have been next but the 

Ministry is gone, so now it's CAPP, Mr. Cusano.     

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. CUSANO: 

  Good afternoon, Madam Chair, Members.  

Briefly, CAPP has no preference with respect to a 

written or oral proceeding.   

    Proceeding Time 1:49 p.m. T44 

  And regarding a regulatory timetable, CAPP 

submits only that the matter proceed in a timely 

fashion.  Those are my comments. 

  Madam Chair, with your leave, I assume 

you'll not need to hear from me for the balance of the 

afternoon.  I was hoping to catch my flight at 4:00.  

I know I've been incredibly helpful to you today.    

THE CHAIRPERSON:   That is sufficient. 

MR. CUSANO:   I say that in jest, in case anyone is 

reading the record, Madam Chair, or the transcript.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you for staying until now.   
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MR. CUSANO:   But I just wanted to make that point clear. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Cusano, you are excused. 

MR. CUSANO:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Landry. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. LANDRY: 

  Madam Chair, in this debate about timing, 

as I did with my initial comments, I'd like to put a 

little bit of practical reality in what we're talking 

about here.  I refer to Shell and the evidence that 

you have before you is that their needs are immediate 

and they are going to require electricity in the 

timeframe originally scheduled for DCAT, which we all 

know now has been delayed, and therefore every day of 

delay is a delay in getting power to a real customer.   

  So from Shell's perspective, whatever that 

can be reasonably done to expedite this process would 

be appreciated.  I mean, I understand the 

deliberations that the Commission must go through, 

understand that it has to make decisions on whether or 

not this should be a written or an oral process, and 

the appropriate information exchanges be done.  But 

this process, in my experience, has been longer than 

normal, and there is a need from Shell's perspective 

to get on with the process.  And therefore, like I 

said, anything that can be reasonably done to expedite 

that process would be something that Shell would 
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advocate.   

  We're in favour of whichever process gets 

that done quicker.  If it's a written process, we're 

in favour of that.  If it's an oral process, we're in 

favour of that.  But in any event, if it goes through 

an oral hearing, we are with Mr. Sanderson in saying 

that in these circumstances, especially given the time 

delay that's involved, there should be oral argument 

at the end of the hearing, which is not in a lot of 

different circumstances outside the norm.   

  So those are the submissions of Shell. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Landry. 

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Davies. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. DAVIES: 

  Thank you.  Thanks to Mr. Sanderson I now 

consider myself informed about RAS schemes.  And Madam 

Chair, please don't confuse my level of knowledge with 

that of my clients, because that would be very unfair 

to my clients. 

  As I've indicated in my earlier 

submissions, my three producer clients have made and 

are making decisions based on the expectation that 

they will receive service from B.C. Hydro under the 

existing tariff.  In the case of Arc Resources and 

Encana, they are finalizing plans for their gas 

developments on the basis of having electricity from 
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B.C. Hydro available for their facility compression.  

In the case of Murphy Oil, it is past the planning 

stage.  Murphy has in fact built a gas processing 

plant that is configured to use electric compression.   

  So the main message I want to leave with 

the Commission on behalf of my clients is that there 

is urgency to processing this application.  We're not 

suggesting, obviously, that due process be 

compromised.  But my clients do need to know if they 

are going to receive electricity service from B.C. 

Hydro, and if not, they need to be thinking about what 

are their Plan Bs.  So we need clarity and suffice it 

to say sooner rather than later.   

  In that regard I've reviewed the two 

alternatives put forward by Mr. Sanderson.  Both 

alternatives from the perspective of my clients are 

obviously preferable to the timetable that is attached 

to the Commission's April 24th, 2012 letter.   

  I am expressing a bit of a concern about 

another round of IRs.  As I heard comments this 

morning, another round of IRs could range from more 

questions about general policy issues to wanting to 

drill even further down into the details.  And the 

concern, frankly, is that a month or six weeks from 

now you might be engaging in yet another debate about 

whether answers to this next round of IRs are adequate 
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or not.  And the fact is, Madam Chair and 

Commissioners, there are always more layers to peel 

off the onion.  But the question, and this is a 

question obviously for the Commission is:  When do you 

have enough information to proceed with your decision?   

Proceeding Time 1:55 p.m. T45 

  This concern about another round of 

information requests could lead us to a slight 

preference for the oral schedule that Mr. Sanderson 

has outlined.  But I think the answer to oral or 

written depends largely on whether those that follow 

me believe that they need an oral hearing.  So, those 

are my comments, thank you. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Davies.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Underhill? 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. UNDERHILL: 

MR. UNDERHILL:   Madam Chair, panel members, like my 

friends before me for the other customers, Air Liquide 

urges upon you a need for a timely decision that, of 

course, is still consistent with due process.   

  As I have listened to my friends, in 

particular Mr. Sanderson, I have a slight preference 

for a well-constructed written process.  Only because 

in my review of the evidence, and I don’t pretend to 

have the grasp of it that my friends do, but I just do 

not see the type of contested evidence where you would 
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need to assess the credibility of witnesses as Mr. 

Sanderson has said.  Which is usually the primary 

indicator or the primary driver for an oral hearing.  

This doesn’t seem to be this type of case.   

  With the exception, as my friend properly 

noted, and I wanted to highlight that, because I think 

the experience with, for example, the ILM hearing 

tells us there might be a need for that with the First 

Nations piece, but importantly it is a piece that 

doesn’t need to involve all of us.  And so it can be  

-- maybe hived off is not the right expression, but it 

can be dealt with separately, I think, in a much more 

controlled manner than perhaps we all experienced, 

those of us who were there in the ILM proceeding.  And 

so, I think it is very wise to suggest that maybe we 

have to think about the First Nations piece a bit 

differently, and I think that will allow for a much 

more efficient process.   

  And so, in conclusion, on behalf of Air 

Liquide, I see some potential advantages to a well-

managed written process, perhaps with oral argument, 

because we don’t want to have the extended out version 

of written submissions that we saw again, for example, 

in ILM, with the overriding concern of my client over 

all of this that this be done in a relatively timely 

manner given its needs.   
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  So, subject to your questions, those are my 

submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Underhill. 

MR. UNDERHILL:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Andrews?   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. ANDREWS: 

MR. ANDREWS:   My clients don’t take a position as between 

an oral or written proceeding.  They would like 

another opportunity to ask questions either in written 

form or oral.  I understand other interveners will be 

taking more specific positions about that topic, but I 

don’t have any position to express. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Weafer? 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. WEAFER: 

MR. WEAFER:   Thank you, Madam Chair, members of the 

panel.  The CEC endorses the schedule which is 

attached to the Commission’s letter, L-26-12.  And 

while open to opportunities to condense that a bit, I 

think the schedule sets out a fair timeline and sets 

out the opportunity to have the round of IR number 4, 

which B.C. Hydro is agreeing to, and maintains the 

placeholder of an oral hearing.  And that placeholder 

is important because we’ve just spent the day dealing 

with the quality and quantity of B.C. Hydro’s 

responses to IRs.  And the fear is, in this round, 
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which we assess the new body of evidence filed April 

22nd, we are not certain yet what kind of responses we 

are going to get to Round 4 of the IRs.  So, we 

believe the option of the oral hearing as set out in 

this schedule is important to ensure there is fulsome 

response for the interveners that are concerned about 

this project.   

  With respect to timeliness, the four-month 

delay that has been interjected into the process was 

not the result of intervener action, it was a result 

of the company determining the application was not 

proceeding as they hoped, and they buttressed their 

evidence with some material effort and we respect and 

appreciate that.  But that delay was not caused by 

interveners who have sought to flesh out the details 

of this project to determine if this commission should 

approve it as in the public interest under the 

Utilities Commission Act. So the arguments around 

timeliness are not at the foot of interveners.  They 

really are to B.C. Hydro.  It is their obligation to 

make the case, and clearly they adjourned this process 

to strengthen their position, and that is fine, but we 

need to have a fair process to review it, and I submit 

that the schedule in letter L-26-12 more fairly does 

that.  

Proceeding Time 2:01 p.m. T46 
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  And as an example to that, we talked about 

fairness earlier, and Mr. Sanderson rose and made the 

comment in his submissions on scheduling.  It is not 

fair or reasonable to expect a decision from this 

Commission on Monday, and then IRs to be produced on 

Thursday, resulting from what comes out of that 

decision.  We don’t know what the ruling will be.  And 

to be working on IRs not knowing what’s going to come 

out from the Commission is not a fruitful use of 

anybody‘s time.  So that alone in terms of the jump 

start to the next phase is a bit problematic, in terms 

of terms of fairness.   

  Those are my submissions on the schedule 

and timing.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Weafer, do you have any comments -- 

let’s still stay with the draft attached to letter  

L-26-12.  Do you have any comments regarding the 

possibility of replacing the written final submissions 

with a briefer oral argument phase?   

MR. WEAFER:   I certainly endorse Mr. Sanderson’s comment 

that this panel can render a decision without reasons.  

So in terms of that suggestion, I think that is a 

helpful suggestion which we will endorse.  You will 

know by the end of the review of the evidence, I 

think, which way you’re going to go and be able to 

render a yea or nay.   
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  With respect to the submissions, I -- the 

preference is written argument in that it is a 

technical matter, and as much as I can stand up here 

as counsel and pretend to understand this stuff, 

oftentimes I don’t, in terms of the technical side of 

the application, and so Mr. Sanderson, with the 

benefit of significant resources, can deal with that.  

I have a bit of a concern in terms of the fairness to 

interveners going shortly to oral argument without the 

ability to supplement with written submissions.  So I 

have some hesitancy there.  If the Commission is 

concerned, we’ll work with that approach, but I think 

there is a certain advantage to the applicant with 

oral argument as opposed to written submission.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Weafer.   

MR. WEAFER:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Keen.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. KEEN: 

MR. KEEN:   Good afternoon, panel.   

  My remarks will be directed towards more 

Information Requests and whether the proceeding ought 

to be oral or written.  And I’d like to help my 

friend, Mr. Sanderson, out, if he doesn’t object to 

that.  I realize he might.   

MR. SANDERSON:   Always happy to have help.   

MR. KEEN:   I’m happy to hear that, and I realize that my 
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remarks may cause him to add on.  But they will be 

brief on that note.  Actually, why don’t I start 

there?   

  He expressed some confusion as to what AMPC 

was seeking.  He said, “I don’t understand whether 

we’re seeking to change tariff supplement 6 in this 

proceeding without applying for that, or whether we 

wanted to change that in some other process yet to 

come, in which case it wouldn’t be appropriate.”  And 

I just want to put clearly on the record exactly what 

we’re trying or expecting to say.   

  We think that tariff supplement 6 requires 

customer contributions in some circumstances.  We 

think it was intended to require customer 

contributions in circumstances like this.  Through the 

IR process, we are learning that it doesn’t.  And that 

process is still unfolding.   

  We think that if tariff supplement 6 did 

require customer contributions in these circumstances, 

namely Shell gas development, that would affect 

project need.  And the way that it affects project 

need makes it relevant to this facilities application,  

and it’s open to AMPC to argue in argument, once all 

the evidence is in, that perhaps the DCAT project 

ought to be delayed, or denied, that the cart ought to 

be not in front of the horse, but perhaps delayed.  Or 
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perhaps that a different alternative would be more 

appropriate.  That’s our position.  That’s why we 

wanted to look at how the tariff is working in these 

circumstances, because it relates to whether or not 

this facility’s application is made for naught.   

  And there’s a variety of ways we can 

address that in argument.  So, I’m happy to hear any 

reply remarks that Mr. Sanderson has afterwards, but 

for the sake of clarity, there we are.   

  In terms of more Information Requests, B.C. 

Hydro put over 100 pages of new evidence on the 

record.  We don’t expect to have a lot of questions on 

that, but the fact remains that it’s new evidence.  

There are things that we wish to better understand.  

And so some questions would be appropriate there.  And 

again, I want to be clear.  We’re not seeking more 

Information Requests for the purpose of expanding the 

scope of this hearing.  In our view, the scope of the 

hearing was appropriately set earlier on.  We’re not 

seeking any expansion.  Rather, we’re resisting a 

contraction of the scope of the hearing.  For example, 

BCUC IR number 1.39.2 says “Are customer contributions 

required?  If not, why not?”  That’s the scope.  It 

was appropriate then, and it’s appropriate now.   

  In terms of an oral versus a written 

proceeding, we have a preference for an oral 
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proceeding.  We think there are significant facts in 

dispute.  We think that cross-examination ought to be 

used to test that.  

Proceeding Time 2:07 p.m. T47 

  Again, we are not seeking an oral 

proceeding to put the full tariff on trial.  We have a 

fairly limited expectation about how the tariff would 

be changed, if at all.  So that is where we are in 

terms of oral versus written.  

  In terms of the proceeding schedule, we 

agree with Mr. Weafer, we have no issue with the 

proposed schedule that the Commission has put out.  We 

do take issue with the schedule proposed by B.C. 

Hydro.  The reason for that -- there is three.   

  First, it is not reasonable as Mr. Weafer 

said, to expect interveners to take a ruling on scope, 

and within three days apply that to the body of new 

evidence and have meaningful information requests 

developed.  That is not procedurally fair.  We think 

the commission’s timing is appropriate.   

  Secondly, B.C. Hydro’s proposed schedule 

leaves the gap of a week between their responses and 

the development of intervener evidence.  That is also 

a short timeline.  Looking at the Commission’s 

timelines, they have two weeks set for that.  We think 

that is more fair and ought to be adopted.   
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  Finally, there are other processes going 

on.  Generally speaking, B.C. Hydro’s schedule is 

tight.  The revenue requirement application for 

example is proceeding within the same timeframe.  We 

think that the Commission ought to be sensitive to 

those overlapping proceedings and not have something 

quite so tight as proposed by B.C. Hydro.  So, subject 

to any questions, those are my submissions. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Keen. 

MR. KEEN:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Austin? 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. AUSTIN:  

MR. AUSTIN:   Good afternoon panel.  The Clean Energy 

Association does not agree that the primary factor in 

determining whether there should be an oral or written 

hearing is the filling of intervener evidence.  What 

people tend to forget is that we have a lot of complex 

technical matters in proceedings, and that information 

requests are not a substitute for cross-examination.   

  It is easy if you have got a lot of 

technical resources to say that there should be only 

oral hearings when interveners file evidence.  But 

when you stand in the shoes of something like the 

Clean Energy Association and are faced with highly 

complex technical information that requires some form 

of cross-examination, you look at the world very, very 
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differently.  In relation to this particular hearing, 

it is the Clean Energy Association’s position that it 

is not a complex hearing.  There is not a lot of 

complex information.  And as such, it is something 

that could be done by written proceeding.   

  And I’d like to take the Commission through 

a number of more recent examples of where we have had 

oral hearings, or haven't had oral hearings.   

  On the Vancouver Island Transmission 

Reinforcement hearing, it was an oral hearing.  It was 

complex, and also there was another project that need 

to be tested.  ILM, Interior Lower Mainland 

Transmission, it is a very complex topic to deal with, 

but there was no oral hearing.  And the reason I raise 

that is perhaps there should have been in terms of 

testing the technical information.  But there wasn’t. 

Another more recent example where we haven't had an 

oral hearing was the Ruskin project, B.C. Hydro’s 

Ruskin Generation projection.  That was another one 

that was very complex technically, but there is no 

oral hearing.  

  The other thing is, that there are 

instances where oral hearings can speed process up.  

Again, when you are standing in the shoes of the Clean 

Energy Association, just because you have got an 

additional round of information requests doesn’t 
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necessarily mean your questions are going to be 

answered fully.  That is always a matter of difference 

of opinion.  So, in certain circumstances an oral 

hearing can actually speed the process up, as opposed 

to slow it down.   

  In terms of this particular set of 

circumstances and set of facts, we’ve been at this for 

-- we are going to end up looking at this in almost a 

year.  We are looking at it for about a year, and the 

Clean Energy Association does not agree with Mr. 

Weafer’s characterization that the four-month delay 

was not the fault of the interveners.  The interveners 

did raise a whole lot of issues that, from the Clean 

Energy Association’s perspective, were out of scope.  

So there may be other reasons why there was the four-

month delay, but interveners are not pure and clean in 

that respect in terms of fault.   

  In terms of First Nations, the Clean Energy 

Association agrees with Mr. Underhill’s comments that 

that can be dealt with differently.  That is no 

disrespect for the First Nations.  It is just 

something that is an area that can be looked at 

separately and expeditiously, and it may require an 

oral hearing.  

  So, to sum it all up, given the tight time 

schedule that B.C. Hydro is facing, and the 
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requirements of the customers, the Clean Energy 

Association is in favour, because of these special 

circumstances, and the other circumstances I have 

outlined, in favour of a written hearing, a written 

process.  

    Proceeding Time 2:13 p.m. T48 

  Subject to any questions, those are my 

submissions. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Austin. 

MR. MILLER:   Ms. Worth.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. WORTH: 

  Madam Chair, members of the Panel, I'd like 

to begin by adopting Mr. Weafer's submissions in 

regards to the timing of this, particularly to support 

the B.C. Utilities Commission's proposed timetable and 

the reasons for that that Mr. Weafer outlined and also 

on his comments regarding the implications of oral 

argument on the fairness of the process for 

interveners.   

  I'd also like to go on to disagree with the 

proposition that Mr. Sanderson made, that written 

submissions don't add a lot to the process when there 

has been an oral hearing.  From an intervener 

perspective, this is our best opportunity to bring to 

the Commission a focused and detailed summary of our 

positions on issues, both general and technical, which 
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are often, as Mr. Weafer said, a bit of a challenge 

for us as counsel.  We often engage expert consultants 

to fill in our knowledge gaps.  I cannot pretend to 

understand many of the things that my expert 

consultants assist me with.  I've got a general 

understanding, but dealing with those in oral argument 

would be more than challenging given how things can 

change between when you're planning for oral argument, 

and how things actually develop.   

  Subject to any questions, like I said, I'm 

definitely supporting the draft revised regulatory 

timetable done on L-26-12, and I find both of the 

incarnations of the schedule proposed by B.C. Hydro to 

be unacceptable from our perspective.  Subject to any 

questions? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Worth. 

MS. WORTH:   Thank you.   

MR. MILLER:   Mr. Hildebrand. 

SUBMISSIONS BY MR. HILDEBRAND: 

MR. HILDEBRAND:   Members of the Commission, I have five 

points I'd like to make. 

  The first point is that given what I said 

on the issue of scope, the only general position I 

could in good faith take on timing before you is to 

say that there is no time schedule that is too 

compressed that the City of Dawson Creek wouldn't do 
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what it had to do to meet it.   

  The second point is that in respect of this 

question of oral argument, lengthy trials in the 

Supreme Court of British Columbia proceed on the basis 

of oral argument all the time.  There's no reason why 

you can't decide this case based on oral argument if 

it will speed things up. 

  The third point I want to make is with 

respect to the First Nations issues, there are really 

two things.  The first is that the City of Dawson 

Creek likely will want to participate to some extent 

in any evidence or consideration of the First Nations’ 

position, because we also represent a level of 

government and an identifiable public interest, and I 

think we probably should be there.  And the second 

point is that, and I'll come to this a bit more, I've 

actually gone through these two schedules to look for 

where the real deltas are, and it's an instructive 

exercise.  But I'll save that for just a moment. 

  My fourth point is that -- and this also 

relates to the First Nations evidence.  When you go 

through the deltas in these schedules, so much of the 

deltas relates to the position of the First Nations 

evidence and the position they're going to take, and 

Mr. Sanderson has made the point that they're working 

towards a resolution of the First Nation issues.  But 
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if they're able to achieve that, this Commission 

should certainly reserve to itself the right to 

reconsider scheduling if the First Nations issues 

essentially disappear by agreement or negotiation.  

That is something that you should sort of keep -- I 

respectfully submit you should keep in mind as a 

possibility.   

  Having said that, looking at the deltas in 

the schedules, they're really quite instructive 

because for all of the talk we've heard about how 

interveners need time to prepare and so on and so 

forth, the Commission schedule had the final responses 

from Hydro to the interveners on May 24th, and -- 

sorry, the Commission had it on May 31st, and Mr. 

Sanderson has it on May 24th.  So the issuing of 

interveners' information requests and Hydro responding 

to them accounts for only one week of the difference 

in these two schedules.  That isn't really where the 

difference in the schedules is. 

  If you look a bit further down, another 

salient point is that sort of a milestone marker for 

the entire proceeding is the date of July 4th on one 

schedule and July 5th on the other, so essentially the 

same, for the evidence from the West Moberly First 

Nations.  That's sort of a -- almost, since that's 

agreed and since that's such a cardinal thing, that's 
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almost something you can use as a marker.     

Proceeding Time 2:18 p.m. T49 

  And you learn quite a bit by looking at the 

two schedules after that date.  What’s of interest is 

that the Commission schedule then had informations 

going to the First Nation and the First Nation 

responding, and so on and so forth, and that process 

took up a couple of weeks.  Mr. Sanderson’s schedule 

doesn’t have that in it, but the only party that would 

likely need to make Information Requests to the First 

Nation is B.C. Hydro.  And if Mr. Sanderson is telling 

you that he doesn’t need those steps, then they don’t 

need to be included in the schedule, because he is the 

only party that would be prejudiced by eliminating 

them, and he’s happy to eliminate them.  He says, “I 

will have enough information about the First Nations’ 

position by the time I’ve seen their draft report and 

by the time we’ve gone through all of our 

negotiations, and by the time I’ve seen our final 

report, I don’t need to hold the process up to submit 

Information Requests to the First Nation.”  That’s 

what Mr. Sanderson says, we should take him at his 

word, because he’s the only party prejudiced.  So 

there is a gap that can be closed there.   

  And then the other thing is that the other 

large delta here is the month that takes place between 
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place-holder hearing date and the B.C. Hydro 

submission on the Commission’s schedule, which Mr. 

Sanderson says he only needs a week to prepare.  And 

if Mr. Sanderson is that proficient and is telling 

this Commission that he can get it done in a week, 

well, then, the city of Dawson Creek says he should be 

given that opportunity.   

  My real point is that when you look at 

where the deltas are, and when you look at the fact 

that some of the gaps that Mr. Sanderson has tried to 

narrow are gaps that he’s really only narrowing at his 

own expense, by giving up the right to submit 

Information Requests that only he would have a reason 

to submit, and by not lollygagging in the preparation 

of his final submissions, I think that a schedule very 

close to Mr. Sanderson’s should be feasible, because 

he’s the one who’s got to meet it, on the difficult 

points.   

  Thank you very much.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Hildebrand.   

MR. MILLER:   Ms. Russell.   

SUBMISSIONS BY MS. RUSSELL: 

MS. RUSSELL:   Hard act to follow.   

  Thank you.  In the spirit of 

reconciliation, as the courts like to say, I’ll start 

where we share a common ground with B.C. Hydro – Thank 
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you very much, Mr. Sanderson – and move to perhaps the 

more contentious issues.  But I’ll telegraph: They’re 

actually, I would suggest, relatively small and I’m 

hoping we can reach some agreement on them so that we 

can get the proper issues in front of the panel.   

  First point is on the oral hearing versus 

the written hearing.  We appreciate the two days for 

First Nations’ submissions, and we will accept that.  

Well, I can say what we do expect is to put forth -- 

right now it’s only one witness, which would be Chief 

Roland Wilson, in a form that would be very difficult 

to comport into written evidence.  So we appreciate 

the opportunity to bring that in an oral form.   

  And here’s my second piece, and I want to 

say I’m specifically speaking from our position.  I’m 

taking no -- we’re taking no position on whether 

written or oral is better for anyone else in the room 

other than on our own issues.   

  For the rest of the piece, I like the 

hybrid solution of the two pieces.  We welcome, you 

know, Dawson -- whoever else -- or the two days for 

oral hearing on the First Nations piece, and then 

written submissions for our piece, I think, would be 

quite useful, given the factual basis for consultation 

arguments.  I find they’re easier to bring forth in 

affidavits.  It’s a lot about who sent what document 
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and what day.  A little bit less of, you know, there’s 

not the need for credibility more than just weighing a 

factual base.  That said, if there is an oral hearing 

that proves to be better for whatever reason, we’d 

certainly participate in that in a fulsome way.  So we 

will participate in either, though for our own piece 

we appreciate the hybrid solution.   

  Moving on to the nitty-gritty, shall we 

call it, of the schedule, there is a question that 

I’ll reply to about whether draft evidence would be 

implied to B.C. Hydro.  And I did get instructions 

from my client today.  We are agreeable to providing a 

draft report to B.C. Hydro.  That will be available on 

May 31st, I am told.  What I’d ask for is a brief 

period of time, I’ll suggest it’s the Wednesday after 

that – I will confirm the date in a moment – to allow 

us to review it to make sure there is no 

confidentiality revealed in there that we’d have 

concern with.  It’s often an issue and we put 

traditional information in front of other parties.  So 

I would just ask an opportunity for council to review 

it a couple of days, perhaps, and we could deliver it 

end of the day on the Wednesday after May 31st.   

  So, we are agreeable to that, in the spirit 

of reconciliation in bringing this ahead.  I can 

confirm that on June 30th, I will expect to have the 
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final report finished.  And here’s where I’m going to 

get a little nitty-gritty about a day, to split hairs, 

but what I’m going to ask for is -- originally we 

asked for one week to bring that to deliver that final 

report which would be July 6th, which is a Friday.  Two 

reasons for that.  Mainly June 30th, technically, is a 

Saturday, so it’s going to be arriving on a long 

weekend Saturday in our office, and I’m diligent – 

can’t promise to be there.  But I will be diligently 

back in my -- or we, whoever is handling it, on the 

second, because we also have a long weekend in there.   

  So, I’m just concerned and I don’t want to 

be facetious about this.  There may be the same 

problems from our client.  Whatever.  I’m saying it’s 

likely going to hit our desk July 2nd.   

    Proceeding Time 2:24 p.m. T50 

  And so then I would appreciate a few days 

to make sure that I get a good report to everyone 

involved.  And I think, given the scope of issues we 

have here, I think that's a reasonable piece.  I hear 

everyone's need for expediency and urgency here, but I 

think it's reasonable that we have four business days 

essentially to put a good report in front of everyone, 

including B.C. Hydro and the Panel.   

  Anything else I need to deal with here?  On 

the written schedule -- 
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THE CHAIRPERSON:   Just to clarify, Ms. Russell. 

MS. RUSSELL:   Yes. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   This four days, so what's the date then 

you are requesting? 

MS. RUSSELL:   Thank you.  July 6th.  Friday, July 6th. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you. 

MS. RUSSELL:   Following down July 9th and 10th, a quick 

turnaround but subject to our witnesses' availability, 

which I haven't had a chance to confirm because we 

just got this, that seems agreeable to us, July 9th-10th 

and we can confirm our witnesses' availability.   

  I do note that after that, the turnaround 

for final submissions is relatively quick.  Whether we 

can reach accommodation and reconciliation on all 

those projects that quickly, I find the quicker it 

gets -- the quicker we shorten that process the more 

difficult it is to accommodate any -- you know, if 

adverse impacts do come up, it could be problematic.  

If we have no problems, then that's a very reasonable 

schedule.  So I would suggest a bit more time, you 

know, a reasonable amount of time would be in our 

interest, but we're not taking a hard position on what 

exactly those dates would be.   

  I believe those are all the specific dates 

that I need to clarify.   

  And I'm confirming, yeah, that B.C. Hydro 
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has taken off the request for information requests, so 

we expect that the final report will be the final 

report.  So we don't need to agree on any other 

deadlines.  We, of course, are fine with that. 

  And the last point I would like to put in 

context is where I -- I know when my clients read the 

record for this, we may have a -- I probably will get 

a phone call.  And Mr. Sanderson's comments that the 

First Nations’ piece is not integral to the part of 

this proceeding, and I don't want to read too much 

into those words and suggest I'm going to get testy 

about it, but my clients may.  And if I could put it 

in context, if there are no great adverse impacts then 

it may be respectful to say that the consultation 

piece and the accommodation piece is not an integral 

part of this proceeding.  If it does reveal there 

could be adverse impacts on my clients' treaty rights, 

I'll suggest it's very integral to our clients.  It 

may not be integral to anyone else, but obviously it's 

an important piece.   

  And I'd suggest, to use the court's 

language, it's upstream of whether -- of this idea 

that there's a right to receive power.  I understand 

that that's true, but we're talking about 

constitutionally protected treaty rights here.  I'd 

suggest that that's going to become an integral part 
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of this process.  That's why we're committing to bring 

everything as quickly as we possibly can and we're 

trying to work with B.C. Hydro to resolve these 

issues.  

  So I don't think we have a lot of dispute 

on that, but for my clients' peace of mind I'd like 

that stated as it is.   

  And to wrap up my submission, when we 

started in there, proverbial and literal background, 

and West Moberly First Nations works with a lot of the 

business interests that are here, and we're all 

interested in keeping a good relationship.  So if I 

could just ask for some just sober first thought to 

allow for, if it's a couple of days, to bring the 

evidence forward in a proper manner, then I would ask 

for that respect.   

  So subject to any questions, those are my 

submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Just one follow-up question, Ms. 

Russell. 

MS. RUSSELL:   Sure.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   You indicated that for this planned 

oral phase for the evidence to be filed, the only 

witness you would bring forward would be Chief Wilson? 

MS. RUSSELL:   Correct. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Right.  Now, and the Panel doesn't know 
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yet, we don't know what is going to be filed and so we 

don't know, there may be a possibility that Commission 

Staff may wish to ask some questions which could be 

more like a technical nature relating to the study 

itself.  Like, would you not consider bringing also 

the people, somebody who can speak to the study 

itself, as a witness? 

MS. RUSSELL:   Yes, and I thank you for making that clear 

because I guess I relied too much on -- I would say we 

expect that it's Chief Wilson and we're back to that 

piece that we don't know what the evidence is going to 

be.  And you're certainly correct to observe that if 

there is something that we could bring forth in an 

oral fashion that would speak to -- typically it would 

be, it may be the nature of the treaty right at issue 

that's going to be adversely impacted, whether it's a 

land user that can speak to that, or something more 

technical within the study, we, of course, would be 

open to bringing those witnesses, and we may consider 

bringing those witnesses.  I just wanted to let you 

know what I know that we want to bring forward in an 

oral fashion, and so we appreciate the opportunity to 

have that.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Ms. Russell. 

MS. RUSSELL:   Thank you. 

 Proceeding Time 2:31 p.m. T51 
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SUBMISSIONS BY MR. MILLER: 

MR. MILLER:   Madam Chair, Commission Staff have very few 

comments.  Staff have no preference either way between 

oral or a written hearing.  Staff's concern is   

related to getting answers to what they say are still 

unanswered, or fully unanswered questions.  And so, to 

some extent, we agree with Mr. Sanderson.  If you’re 

inclined to go towards an oral hearing, is it 

absolutely necessary to have another round of IRs?  

No.  But it would be helpful, but not necessary.  So 

there may well be, if you decide to go with an oral 

hearing, which we have no preference on, there may be 

some time saving in that regard.   

  One comment with respect to the First 

Nations’ evidence, and the possibility that there is 

no accommodation reached between B.C. Hydro and West 

Moberly.  I don’t think, as Mr. Hildebrand said, that 

really the only party that’s interested would be Hydro 

in the hearing.  I believe staff also play a large 

role, because this panel has to satisfy itself at the 

end of the day as to the adequacy of the consultation 

efforts.  And if there is no agreement, Hydro will be 

saying, I expect, that we’ve done our job and the 

First Nation would be saying they haven’t done their 

job.  So staff has a role to play in that regard in 

fleshing out the evidence about what’s happened, 
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perhaps in a more neutral fashion than either of the 

parties, so that this panel can make an informed 

decision.   

  Those are my submissions.   

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Mr. Sanderson?  Thank you, Mr. Miller.   

REPLY BY MR. SANDERSON: 

MR. SANDERSON:   Thank you, Madam Chair.  I will try and 

be brief in reply.  I may be a little shambolic, 

because things have happened quickly, but I’ll do my 

best to make it organized.   

  The areas of disagreement on scheduling are 

not as acute as they sometimes are, I think, with 

great respect.  The two parties who have made the 

strongest submissions for what I will call a more 

stately pace that is contained in the Commission’s 

original schedule that was circulated to the parties 

than what B.C. Hydro is proposing are CEC and BCOAPO.  

And with great respect, if I heard them properly, 

their submissions are based on generalities about how 

processes are most convenient and comfortable to run, 

as distinct from responsive to the particular 

circumstances in this case.  Indeed, Mr. Weafer goes 

so far as to suggest he doesn’t feel – I’ll put a few 

words in his mouth – any compulsion to really respond 

to a sense of urgency because, “After all,” he says, 

“the delay can’t be laid at my feet.”  Well, with the 
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greatest of respect, I don’t accept either of those 

propositions.  

Proceeding Time 2:34 p.m. T52 

  First, the expansion of the issues in this 

proceeding that lead to the four month suspension, was 

not something that B.C. Hydro did anticipate, and in 

my respectful submission, could not reasonably have 

anticipated.  That happened based on interveners 

raising a bunch of questions which this Commission 

subsequently expressed an interest in better 

understanding and pursuing.  B.C. Hydro, admittedly, 

had not put forward evidence on those things because 

it considered them not to be within the application it 

originally brought.  It needed time in order to do 

that, and that is what it did.  It makes no apologies 

for that, but nor does it absolve all the other 

players of any responsibility for that occurring.  

What is past is past, but to say you needn’t recognize 

the legitimate need of the customers that are 

inadequately being served at the moment, because after 

all, “it wasn’t our fault” out of the mouth of the 

interveners, it is just not persuasive to me.   

  Putting fault aside though, I still say the 

argument doesn’t have any use for you now.  Your job, 

again, is to decide what you need to hear in order to 

expeditiously make a decision that will help resolve 
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an unsatisfactory state of affairs.  And that 

obligation exists on you regardless of what happened 

in the past.  The question now is, how do we move 

forward in the face of the customer needs you have 

heard about in the submissions today, in a way that, 

on the one hand, is fair to the parties, but two, is 

as expeditious as possible.  And with great respect, 

you got no assistance in that from either Mr. Weafer 

or Ms. Worth, in terms of how to adapt the process to 

respond to that reality.  You got instead, a sort of 

what I will call a traditionalist, this is the way we 

like to do it because it is more comfortable for us.   

  There was a suggestion from CEC, Mr. 

Weafer, that somehow or another, it was an unfair 

advantage to B.C. Hydro and I think specifically to me 

to be allowed to make oral argument five days after 

the hearing closes.  And all I can say in response to 

that is it doesn’t feel that way usually.  It always 

feels rather one is burdened to try and figure out 

what everybody has said and how to deal with it.  But 

again, the particular needs of this process make 

particular demands, and you know, our collective job, 

whether we like it or not, is to respond to those as 

Mr. Landry would say, in the real world in which the 

application was brought.  And that applies no less to 

Mr. Weafer than me.   
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  With respect to the submissions of Mr. Keen 

on behalf of AMPC, my marginal note is “read the 

transcript.”   

    Proceeding Time 1:37 p.m. T53 

  I'm not sure I still understand exactly 

what it is that AMPC is going to be doing with their 

evidence.  But in the end I'm not sure that we need to 

quarrel much.  In the end I'm not sure that -- and I 

may not be being fair here to Mr. Keen, but I'm not 

sure in the end that he was resisting the notion that 

in the circumstances, one method or other of following 

up either with IRs or with a written process or an 

oral hearing if it's an oral process was sufficient 

for his purposes.  In other words, yes, he wanted one 

more go at it but whether it was writing or oral I'm 

not sure he cared.  And I didn't hear him -- I may 

have misunderstood him.  I didn't hear him to say he 

needed both.  I heard that only from, I think, Mr. 

Weafer and Ms. Worth, and I've responded to that.   

  I wanted to do something I haven't found 

myself doing all that often, and that's adopting some 

of Mr. Austin's useful review of the history, and in 

particular the issue of the four-month delay, I think 

I've spoken to the same effect.  And as I understood 

Mr. Austin on balance, I think he's in favour of the 

written process.  Again, I think I don't have a strong 
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view as long as whatever process it is is in the 

expeditious form that was identified in Exhibit B-28.   

  Mr. Hildebrand was both amused and acute, I 

think, in his observations about the change in 

schedule.  I think he's spot on.  I think he is 

drawing attention to the right deltas as he calls 

them.   

  I will concede a point, though, that Mr. 

Miller makes.  I absolutely accept the role of 

Commission Staff, which I might not have made clear 

earlier, in any process it needs to take place in 

terms of the adequacy of consultation.  No quarrel 

with that at all.  I do say, however, that that ought 

to be doable in the time frame we've identified.  In 

other words, I appreciate it's a short turnaround, and 

I also appreciate that Staff might like the luxury of 

providing IRs to West Moberly, but so might B.C. 

Hydro.  I think the need for expedition here suggests 

we can both do without that if we have questions with 

respect to the West Moberly evidence.  As Ms. Russell 

and Mr. Hildebrand both properly anticipated, we're 

foregoing the ability for pre-hearing discovery.  We 

accept that that is a prejudice to us but it's one 

that we're prepared to accept, and we ask Commission 

Staff to accept the same.   

  With respect to Ms. Russell's submissions, 
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I do appreciate them in the spirit of reconciliation.  

I think that there is an honest effort here going on 

to try and accommodate mutual needs.  

Proceeding Time 2:41 p.m. T54 

  I want to say at the outset that if I said 

what she thought I might have said, which was that 

there wasn’t Moberly evidence and the question of 

First Nation consultation is not integral to this 

proceeding, then I absolutely didn’t mean to say it.  

I don’t think I actually said that.  The transcript 

will tell.  But she can certainly assure her clients 

that I am not meaning to correct my original intent 

when I say that B.C. Hydro is absolutely cognizant – 

frankly, as much as anybody could be, I think – of how 

integral to Commission proceedings the adequacy of 

First Nation consultation has become.  How B.C. Hydro 

could have gone through the last five years and not 

got that point completely defeats me.  It is 

absolutely integral.   

  What I think I meant to say, and what I 

hope I said, was the issue of First Nation 

consultation sits apart from consideration of the 

other issues before you, and that, yes, you’ll have to 

bring them together, and yes, they both inform the 

public interest absolutely.  But the fact that you 

need to hear oral testimony with respect to the 
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adequacy of consultation doesn’t mean that you also 

necessarily need to hear oral testimony with respect 

to the other issues.  You can reach an independent 

judgment on that.  Look at the two questions 

separately, and bifurcate the hearing in the way I’ve 

suggested.   

  If I heard Ms. Russell’s ultimate 

submissions, I don’t think she disagrees with them.  

So in the end, I don’t think there’s any disagreement 

between us in respect of that.   

  With respect to the micro-date issues that 

she raised, I think, again in the spirit of 

reconciliation, we can reach common ground.  If I 

understood her, she wanted until July the 6th.  Well, 

first of all, let me say receiving the draft evidence 

in accordance with the schedule, as she defined it, 

that is, the full report will be done by May 31st.  But 

it will be provided to Hydro on the following 

Wednesday, which I think is about the 5th.  I don’t 

have a calendar, but around there would be fine.  No 

issue with that.   

  With respect to the report and evidence 

being filed and the request that that be moved from 

the 4th to the 6th, no objection to that.  The only 

tweak that’s consequential on that is that the oral 

hearing on that issue in the written submission 
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schedule is set for the 9th and 10th, which is 

immediately -- we’d get it on Friday the 6th and start 

the hearing on the 9th.  And I think that is tough.  

But that week should be free.  So, if we can put it 

later in that week, and just move it to the 11th and 

12th, say, as opposed to the 9th and 10th, that would 

deal with that situation.  We have the same amount of 

time that way to sort of be ready to ask any questions 

and respond as we needed to, to whatever the report in 

its final form says.  So I would substitute, then, the 

11th and 12th for 9th and 10th in the written schedule.   

  In the oral schedule, the oral hearing 

starts on the 9th, which again would be problematic.  

However, if we had an understanding that the West 

Moberly evidence within that week would be scheduled 

at the end of the week of the 9th to the 13th, then I 

think that might accommodate that.  In other words, 

B.C. Hydro would lead its evidence starting on the 9th.  

That would take up the first few days.  As long as it 

was understood we wouldn’t start West Moberly till, 

say, the 12th and 13th, nearer then, then I think that 

would accommodate that.  So I think we can accommodate 

Ms. Russell’s tweaks and still maintain the integrity 

of the schedule we have here with those matters.  And 

I think that's responsive to everything I heard.   

  Thank you. 
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    Proceeding Time 2:45 p.m. T55 

MS. RUSSELL:   Can I respond to one point? 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Please do. 

SUR-REPLY BY MS. RUSSELL: 

MS. RUSSELL:   Thanks for pointing out two things.  West 

Moberly First Nations and ourselves are involved in 

another litigation from July 11th to 18th.  And yeah, so 

I thought perhaps that had been canvassed before.  So 

I'm new to the file so I didn't realize that.  So, 

yeah, July 11th to 18th is not going to work for West 

Moberly First Nation or ourselves.  I appreciate the 

point about the quick turnaround, so I could offer to 

come in earlier to my office and turn it around by 

July 5th.  I would be agreeable to delivering that 

report if we do need to make that 9th and 10th date to 

fit in with those schedules.  Thanks. 

REPLY BY MR. SANDERSON (CONTINUED): 

MR. SANDERSON:   Madam Chair, it sounds to me like that's 

an invitation that's difficult for me to refuse 

because I'm not sure that I can think of any more 

options.  So I guess if we can receive the draft on 

Wednesday, I guess it's the 6th, and the final on July 

the 5th – So June 6th for the draft, Wednesday, July the 

5th – we will have to be ready to go on the 9th. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Any further comments, questions 

regarding scheduling?   
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MR. MILLER:   I don't think there are any further matters 

from the Staff's point, Madam Chair. 

THE CHAIRPERSON:   Thank you, Mr. Miller.  I believe that 

then brings us to the official conclusion of this 

procedural conference.  I hope we have made some 

progress and I would like to thank you all for your 

helpful and comprehensive submissions.  We are 

adjourned.  Thank you. 

 (PROCEEDINGS ADJOURNED AT 2:47 P.M.)    

 

 


